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Preface.
Who among the men can say just now that he is a real man?
I think, no one can do it, because you hardly even know what kind of
a man he must be indeed.
You just consider yourself to be real men, but in reality there are restrictions of yourselves. You have chosen the most comfortable positions in
your life and families. You shield and turn aroud everything you don`t accept and things that go beyond the scope of your perception. And this just
reveals children in you. When will you grow up and find yourself, find the
mail core in yourself …?
You should ask us for advice: how to find yourself and find the real
man in you. How did you lose yourself ? What should you undertake to reveal yourself ?
In this book We answer the following questions, but our answer will
evoke double sensation and give a powerful incentive to finding yourself. In
particular, this concerns the men that do not exist.
Please, show sympathetic understanding of the stated information,
because this is Your Reality!!!
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What we the Men are like…
…A man! What must he be like? For instance, we can imagine
the image of a woman because it is kept in every woman, in films, in fairytales and in legends but nobody on the Earth knows what a man must be
like. Many legends and stories represent only fragmentary idea of real men,
but We haven`t seen men of full value for ages. There is only a half man or
a quarter man. But where can we find a man of full value? This is the question. We`ll try to highlight the image of a real man in this book, but the
readers must feel the highlighted image inside themselves. Only this can extract it outside.
So, It happened that there is a woman but there is no a man on the
Earth so far. Being deep in thought I suddenly felt trembling of my body,
and then - a vision, in which a man standing on his planet is smiling to me.
Calmness, aspiration and Love live in his smile. Now I understand the
women`s expression “To the end of the earth with him ...”. This is so indeed, because looking at Him I want to be the same . His eyes reflect all the
Universe. There is joy in them and … Oh, if only you could feel what I am
feeling now. There is fearlessness in his eyes, not aggressiveness but Love
in fearlessness. He is calling me somewhere, motioning me to follow him.
We are going together, I am behind him. You know, I am shadowing because we have lost our core. It was Everything in us. We, the men, have lost
feelings and perceptions of the mail core.
What must we be like, men?
If we look now at all men with understanding and learning gets out
the fact that all men are not men in the least. They behave like children and
amuse themselves. These amusements may have peaceful nature. Time after
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time boys fight a mimic battle. Having fought long enough, boys move to
another toy... and so on in exclusive circle. This creates an impression that
it`s advantageous for someone to see them children but not men.
Who is to profit from it?
It doesn`t matter now, because the priests, who turned it over, or rather, overthrew, having made substitution, are asleep too.
Here we have come. Arktran is the name of a man, whom I was following. He is motioning me to sit. I am looking at him with interest and he
is tapping me on the shoulder with a smile, saying that men of the Earth will
soon awake. And this is happening now. “You see, Sergey”, - he says, - “so
many people find themselves. Many non-existent centuries have passed for
them asleep, but HERE and NOW they are awaking so that to live easy, to
live it up without measure. Only one woman on the Earth is not sleeping
for now. She lives and shows her worth in general project. But why is She
the only one if there are 12 God-people, organizers of the project, and you
are one of them. Recollect the daughter of God, who says about 5 wakeful
God-people, that are ruling, or rather, directing all the Universes and Galaxies to eternal beauty and creation. So I am just the one of them and my name
is Arktran. There are five of us, multidimensional God-people in all Galaxies and Universes. We can think in all endless and eternally extending volume. Only 5 of us. But we want us to be a lot more. It is necessary to understand why We are revealing our multidimensional names to you and others.
Because you and the others (NOW they know whom we mean) – are awaking, and this is the happiest fact. And when you wake up, the
Golosshpervashli Galaxy has never known such multidimensional power.
And you were the first to CoCreate our visible Universe. It was so wonderful and beautiful, so to be honest, I am sorry for you a bit, just a little bit,
because you volunteered to this CoCreation, in which you are beeing NOW.
Zeranta says, that readers will be perplexed, because multidimension reveals
more and more in every Our book. But there is nothing to be done – the
Pace was set and NOW everyone must keep up with it. I understand you,
Sergey, you are longing to describe the image of a real man and to show
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your worth as a real man, but I want to put it right, because you are still
sleeping, even though, awaking. You must reveal your own image of a man
but not the captured one.
Do you understand, what I am talking about?
You must show your worth as a real man. And when it happens, then
… NOW let`s consider Zar, as an example. But it`s necessary to warn you
that Zar will differ from adopted notions. Look: here he is running on his
Velenokgrozdia planet, we are under the impression that all the Universes
are running with Zar. You feel like his hands are stretching something invisible but very important on all Universes. And there is some sort of a gently
perceptible, but very important sense in it. That`s about the size of it, because Zar doesn`t do anything for no particular reason. And even in this
multidimensional extending he is CoCreating his project. In his threedimensional running he extends all the Universes. What for to extend the
Universes? You see, the first children of Adam and Eve accepted all complete, eternally extending energy of information, but it so happened that not
all children are able to feel the light of multidimensional Love of our beloved Father. That`s why Zar was setting his personal Rhythm of all
Rhythms in his multidimensional running. And this Rhythm was extending
and extending on all Universes and Galaxies. Though people in these Universes and Galaxies, accepting Zar`s Rhythm, were following their extension. But for Zeranta and other God-men, the movement should have
stopped at all. We never sleep and are not going to sleep, because we feel
and know multidimensional Light of our Mother and the volume of our beloved Father. In our bodies We feel Power, extending us, and in this multidimensional volume We create extensions for other God-men. This process
is endless and it will be so. You, Sergey, wanted to write down the images
of real men for them to awake and recollect themselves. But I remind you of
the following: Zar, remember your actions, when you wanted to give the
energy of information to all people of the Earth. Did you write it down? No,
you didn`t. How did you give it?
So, recollect…
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Yes, you spent your life and wanted to share this experience with others.
Do you understand now that it is multidimensionally. But to write down images for people to read …, there is no multidimensional meaning in it. They
just read – that`s all they can do. But when you spend your life with others,
and what is more showing your example, this is called recollection of yourself. And this recollection, or rather, accumulation of God, involves all people living on the Earth and outside. Thereby We offer to all inhabitants of
the Earth to recollect and collect themselves. It`s not easy or it may be easy.
You are to decide for yourself. And here we have: you know that a spark of
the Universes and Galaxies is highlited in every cell of your body. You also
know that all your incarnations will never disappear. Thereby We want to
set you on to understand yourself as a God-man. You see, a GREAT IMAGE is hidden in this simple word God-man. This IMAGE was created by
the MAKER. When the LORD was creating Adam, he wanted to see him
much more extensional than He was himself.
Do you understand what We mean?
All people are built up multidimensionally, but they have such an unthinkable potential that even the Father has no idea about it. Why He, Omnipresent, has no idea about a man?
We mean the man`s abilities.
This is because He didn`t Create any restrictions in you, He Created you
multidimensional and extensional, as He was himself. But there is one correction: He Created for you more, than for Himself. And now look at all
mankind of the Earth as an example.
Who can you see?
The men, that don`t understand, who they are, what they are capable of,
and even don`t think about their potential.
− But why does it happen?
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« Because not all people want to accept multidimensity as the first 12 children of Adam and Eve. They would accept it, but simply didn`t want to do
it, or because they were lazy, or for other reasons. In all Universes and Galaxies not all people accepted multivariate multidimensity and the volume of
our beloved Father. And it`s not a secret. But in Our Creating Space the inhabitants of the Earth didn`t accept the multidimensional extension and the
volume more than others. This one-dimensional attitude of the Earth inhabitants to everything primitively makes disbalance in Our Creating Space.
But our Creating Space has no completeness or restrictions. The Earth inhabitants have no idea that they harm not only themselves but also surrounding multidimensional Spaces of the Univeses and Galaxies. Zar was
the first, who saw the future illusion and something that brought time limits
into men`s lives(who had given up the multidimension of Love). In his
CoCreation Zar made a project, which must purify the Earth inhabitants,
recycle all mud and dusk. This project has no limits and it includes all multidimensional ways in and ways out. And this is an Enormous project to
measures of the Universes. But carrying it out, Zar fell asleep, that brought
many troubles to Us. Men would completely lose themselves if they were
let take their course and not be awoken. At best, there would remain only
legs with one eye and not in all men. Many of them wouldn`t exist at all.
May be laziness is hanging over them. We don`t know and it isn`t everything we are interested in. We Love every man of the Earth and not only the
inhabitants of the Earth. That`s why we wake them up, shaking all the men,
Loving and sacrificing ourselves. And the time has come in all
untimelyness, when we establish the Love eternaty and extension portal in
all display of scope and in the one that will display. NOW many people,
who want their personal extension will find themselves in all multidimensional Space. Your Spaces are open and waiting for you, dear, come out
quicker into Joy, Happiness and Love, feel the infinitely extending the volume of Our Beloved and Loving Father. People, your exit depends only on
you, We`ll help you, when we see your aspiration. Oh, if only you were
given senses of yourself, of an entire God-man. Feel and perceive, our dear.
If to look at many people and think, what will be the difference between
them..., there will be a sensation that your difference is just in feelings.
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Feelings – is the main tool, which will help you to find extension. By way
of feelings the mankind will recollect themselves: the complete God Creator. Only through feelings, perceiving, remember how Love in your hearts
burnt the breath. How you lived your Projects multidimensionally, just
lived, but didn`t read them off; How someone lived his own. If NOW to
look at people, you`ll pay attention, that, against will, many people relive
that others have already lived. Then, all mankind lives again the rests of
other lives, it is darkness and hopelesness. The MAKER created a free man.
HE provided, or rather, indicated his individuality. It means that, every man
differs from others. But if it is so, why do you relive that was imposed on
you, considering it a real life. Standarts of the so called “life” were created
and you follow them blindly. Yet has anyone imposed these standarts on
you? Have you ever thought about it?
But what for?
Only to overlook others. The men, who created it, had only one desire:
overlook other Earth inhabitants. But they thought restrictedly, that`s why
they were caught in their own nets.
Enough sleeping!!! People, Wake up!!!
It`s enough to relive standarts, which were imposed on you! Free youself
from the nets and recollect feelings and senses you possessed. When memories of LIVING LIFE attend you, you will perceive freedom within your
bodies, that will inform you about your Lands, universal Spaces, about your
Planets, made and shown by the CREATOR. About your endless freedom.
About your Love, which highlights and Loves you with it`s immensity. And
all this is internal, our dear people!!!
We were sitting and Arktran was showing holograms. He was talking
about life recklessness of the Earth inhabitants. “People were given freedom, - he says, - but they don`t even want to use it. Well, that`s peculiar. If
I`m free why are we talking about life limits and standarts. You see, Zar, I
am free in everything. Of course, you understand it, your light of freedom
hasn`t gone out, otherwise you wouldn`t look for eternal movement of Pace.
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But many people don`t feel it at all. They don`t know about the existence of
Living Life, which is free in it`s multivariately three-dimensional Creation.
People might have been let take it`s course. We might not have paid attention to them and their life. But we can`t behave in such way, because Love
is burning in Our hearts. And this Love doesn`t even think about giving up
someone. People don`t understand that life is the light, not the dusk. The
Loving light is illuminating the guide for all people in extending Creating
Space of Our beloved Father.
There are only 5 God-men in the Creating Space of the Lord NOW. They
can perceive and feel all eternally extending Spaces. We, at large, and with
Love, Create movements, which are the engine for all Universes and Galaxies. Many readers can say: “ But we thought, that in other Galaxies there are
the God-men, who embrace all the Spaces, who ARE and Will BE.” You
see, not all God-men can embrace EVERYTHING that exists and, at the
same time, be in Our universal Creating Space. To embrace means to be
and feel every corner of all Universes and Galaxies even those in the project. We don`t say that it is difficult, it is Lively and easy, as dancing a magical dance. You see, feelings, emotions and perceptions are the main concepts of your three-dimensional receptacle. And these perceptions are available to all existing people now and those, who will exist in the future. We
teach and show three-dimensity by way of our examples. Together we live
the scope and multidimensity. People should only see and sense, feeling the
energy of information every 1,5 millisecond. Feel NOW, Sergey, and others
will feel it with you.
The energy of EVERYTHING in you.
What is meant? The energy of EVERYTHING – is EVERYTHING that exists in all Universes and Galaxies, Yin Yan, all the rivers, seas and oceans,
the air and all harmoniously created landscapes, iron, that is originally in
you, multidimensity and scope, We and you, and EVERYTHING, that surrounds Us. Sergey, ALL this is in you NOW and in other people, who want
to move three-dimensionally. You are made of ALL this. Do you understand? But there is an individual Heart in you, so , you differ from others
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individually. You are different, perceptions in you can be experienced in
another way, as in every inhabitant of the Earth. You can express feelings
and emotions in your own way. Do you understand? NOW you can just understand Our words holographically. If you are able to see and feel threedimensity of everything, that EXISTS, you will be able to give it through
your body to other inhabitants of the Earth. But this multidimensional transference can be “mortal” for many people, because bodies of the men, who
stayed in old perception of the world, won`t be able to sustain informational
multidimensity of everything that EXISTS. And it`s up to you to decide:
express everything you saw and felt. Sergey, you are demigod, and We are
God-men. Do you know why is it so? We want this demigod to make a decision and take responsibility for coming Reality. And We don`t care, who
will do it – you or someone else. But we want to warn you, Sergey: you
were the first who saw useless debris on the Earth and were the very man,
who made a decision to show the harmony of multidimensity in your
CoCreation. Why don`t you take responsibility and finish the started? It is
too difficult for you to make and carry out such dimensioned decisions. You
will certainly recollect yourself. But you know, that Zar`s energy is in you.
It means you are that very Zar, the first baby of Adam and Eve, the third
shown man in the Creating Space of Our beloved Father. You should be
very light and wise, not to become high and mighty. But you are able to do
it, because We know you well enough.
So, what have you decided?
− I take the multidimensional responsibility and will finish the started.
This is my decision, and I remember that I still haven`t realized what I have
volunteered for, because the remained illusion in my body prevents me
from seeing the Real Reality. But I am sure: I want to BE in the Rhythm of
all Rhythms. I Long to BE the Rhythm myself. I want people of the Earth to
shake and look about. I want people to feel the Real Life, but not illusion,
which was deliberately imposed on them. I want and wish(with all my heart
and soul) people to find out and feel Happiness, Joy and Love. I wish all
people on the Earth would never experience “death”, time and darkness. I
wish all people would recollect and revive their burning and ardent Love. I
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wish all mankind would feel and understand that life is NOW and HERE,
but not somewhere else. And nothing will stop me, because I Love, so Loving everything and everyone, I show my, Created by Zar CoCreation.
NOW I feel the dimensionless Creating Space in my body! EVERYTHING breathes in the same Rhythm, having it`s own unique Rhythm!
There IS EVERYTHING that may and might BE in my body, therefore
in me. There are iron, land, rivers and waterfalls, everything that can
BE in me. And this Life of EVERYTHING in me has no ending, that`s
why it is always progressing and extending. So, this process is everlasting. I feel IT with every cell. THIS EVERYTHING is in me. All religions, world orders, Universes and Galaxies are in me. I understand,
that such an extensional feeling I have, reveals ZERANTA in me! This
Creating dimension in me makes it clear that WE are all GOD-MEN!!!
Universal energies are watching me with great attention. They don`t
understand my intentions yet, but are searching my Project thoroughly.
Every living cell within me is open, feeling the timeless Spaces. They
haven`t seen so much information yet. I`m becoming enormous. I`m
beeing stretched on all sides. I`m delivering my multidimensional sermon:
Dear CREATOR, Our beloved Father!
I am Sergey, manifested by Zar, informing You, that I myself show the
CoCreation of Zar, approved by You. Feeling with my body the
multidimension and the volume of EVERYTHING, that EXISTS
and WILL EXIST , I give my feelings to all people of the Earth. And
I am sorry for people who don`t want to move and feel EVERYTHING with Us. But I see everything is changing, because We show
reality.
I feel the multidimensional volume revealing on the Earth, in people,
animals, birds, insects, thalassophiluses, riverines and
oceanophiluses, all microorganisms. The illusion is melting down
and the LIGHT of Love is highlighting. There is no darkness now,
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but there is a clear day as it was always!!! The connection with
EVERYTHING that EXISTS, is highlighting LIFE in every living
man. And this LIFE is being filled with extensional meaning of
LIFE. The people, who wanted changes, began to feel the general
multidimensional project. There are changes in their bodies. The
bodies are extensionally stretched on all sides. And this lets them feel
and sense the eternally extending Creating Space of Our beloved Father.
And that is so good!!!
I want to take a breath but cannot afford myself to relax, because in
my CoCreation EVERYTHING is much more broad and Extensional. This process will never be completed.

Now I understand: all my life I was looking for something extensional and
multidimensional in me, but I couldn`t understand up to the end what I was
looking for. Everything is different now. Feelings, senses and emotions are
awaking a man in me. It was lost by me after I had fallen asleep on the
Earth. And I am telling you, that I can`t compare my emotions with anything. The mail core or the base was always in us, men, but we never paid
attention to it for some reason. By way of my example I am showing all
men that we are able to find our real multidimensional male core and become real, but not illusory men, not children. Some people can say NOW
that We are talking nonsense, because they are men indeed. We just say: We
feel sorry for you; sorry, because you want to remain children. Unlike you,
many men will revive their memory and real themselves with it. And you
will just remain children, but may be you will see men in Us. The wave
will surge in your heart, it will inform you about the time to awake and
search for yourself, eternal, multidimensional, extensional God-man.
°°°
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Further We would like to speak about the discoveries, you have ostensibly made. NOW the scientists are focusing on the energy they are not able
to understand yet. And they feel quite confident, that their discovery will
amaze the human race.
So what have they done then?
Feeling just a particle of this multidimensional energy, they have made only one link called “Large hadron collider”. But there are much more links:
1000 multidimensional links and circuits haven`t been discovered and felt
by scientists yet. Besides every circuit is connected with other
15000000000000000000000000000000000000 links, which have their own
taps. But scientists don`t even suppose this information. That`s why they
have made only one link and closed the circuit, thus making it onedimensional. This link has no multidimensional CONNECTION, there is no
CONNECTION in it. If to set an example, what they are trying to do, imagine the following: the scientists are taking a cat and pulling out a flock, then
they are putting it into the test tube. And soon they will forget about the existence of such animal. Then they will suddenly come across this flock and
try to reproduce someone they don`t know just out of interest. It will be like
this: they will install spectral devices, estimating and measuring, will draw
invalid conclusions. Next they will invent a device, which will show the cat
with 100% reproduction accuracy. Starting from the flock, scientists begin
their one-dimensional experiment: cat`s coming into the world. They will
certainly fail, because they have no perception of that animal. Because they
overlooked, didn`t notice that a cat has many components, which make him
a cat but not a bear. They don`t feel it and try to show the cat as they think.
This is just an example, but it shows the primitive actions of scientists.
They start up their one-dimensional movement in order to see it in operation. We warned scientists about their mistakes, but nobody wants to listen
to Us. They spend much money and resources and don`t have any results of
the research. Though the result, which might overthrow the science and
provide a real conception of the Universe contents, doesn`t have any connecting links. It looks like an ultra-modern car without wheels, engine and
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electronics. Instead of feeling this energy and reviving the Space of multilevel tree, they(contrary to our interests) tear hadronic energy to pieces, extracting only a small part of it into the meatspace. This is so
unidimensionally, that We simply can`t allow it, breaking their aims. If We
allow scientists to activate at full capacity just the fragment of hadronic energy, what will happen then? Information garbling. They will seize this
one-dimensional and fan their “discovery” into recklessness. Do you know
that the energy of hadronic collider, which is searched by scientists NOW,
is a tree? Yes, everything is so simple and easy, why complicate it? We
don`t understand. Everything the scientists are projecting and carrying out
NOW was and remains the tree. There isn`t this tree on the Earth NOW, because the mankind refused the multidimensity. Sergey is delighted NOW,
because he has seen this through his spiritual sight. The tree looks like a
building with many seats. It looks like a cascading stand for flowers and
every stage or link is a multilevel energetic field, reflecting the multilevel
Universes. The man himself chooses the level for creative work, embracing
the unlimited, multidimensional Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies. “
Looking at this tree I feel something large and all-embracing”,- Sergey says.
– “And inexplicable processes are taking place in my body. This tree seems
to have a CONNECTION, multidimensional CONNECTION with all Creating Space”. So, it is interesting, that such tree could grow on every hectare,
in the Space of every man and every family. “ What is the destination of this
tree?”, - you will ask. The Lord, Our Father thought EVERYTHING over,
so that everything would be connected. This CONNECTION may be different. And this multilevel tree created it`s unique CONNECTION with EVERYTHING that EXISTS. The hadron collider, which the scientists are trying to activate NOW, are just the fragments of information energy of the
multilevel tree. Their attempts to reproduce the multidimensionality of this
magnificent tree are unsuccessful. The same is with electric, nuclear, atomic
energy and others. You split these energies, causing disharmony, and this is
all you can do at the moment. The energy, called electricity, has another
character. By way of rupture method you extract a particle of energy out of
complete multidimensional image and try to light up your houses and
streets. As if you pull out man`s liver, use it for your own purposes and
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don`t even think about the man. You create disharmony and reduce the vibration of the Earth. You should understand, only growing and natural,
joined in the multidimensional image, which can extend and change on the
Earth, creates multidimensional structure of extending energies. They are in
HOLY CONNECTION OF EVERYTHING, that EXISTS, reflecting the
image. And this is the TRUTH OF EXISTENCE, which must be highlighted in everyone.You must understand it. But you look for something unknown somewhere, splitting and stretching it, because you don`t have
CONNECTION, the HOLY and multidimensional CONNECTION. And the
attempts of scientists to split the energies, which must be only in formed,
combined condition, are equal to negative, inharmonious actions. This creates disharmony and harms all Spaces. The mankind, not realizing the
CONNECTION of everything that EXISTS, using electricity, makes recklessness. Because of this We prohibit scientists from splitting all kinds of
energies. That`s enough, guys, bringing recklessness into OUR harmonic
Spaces. Those, who don`t understand this warning, will simply go to regeneration. We scrimp and scrape the harmonic Space of the Earth in all Creating Space of Our beloved Father. That`s why all We are saying HERE and
NOW is proceeding to action. And the scientists, who do harm, must feel
and sense multidimensional natural structures and BE in the Pace of all Paces. Learn to feel and perceive multidimensional changes, which are extending every moment. You must feel changes, in other words, the extended addition to everything, that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. There is no ending to
this. It means that the mankind must understand and acquire, that is always
a sensible movement, eternally and constantly extending and branching off.
And within every branch the extensions are expanding multidimensionally.
There is no ending to this, because Our Father didn`t create any restrictions.
He Created just continuation of EVERYTHING in eternally extending Creating Space. Understand this, continuation of eternally extending Creating
Space. But you manage to plan your life as if it is the last one. A car, a flat
or an estate, much money, and one more thing: take up a prestigious post,
and that is all, your extension has completed. And further – a deadlock and
death. Then your life is over. You don`t know what to do or think up. You
become finite without knowledge of the eternally extending energy of in~ 17 ~

formation. Without feeling you don`t even imagine how much you don`t
embrace. All that you plan, is a teeny drop of the enormous Galactic ocean.
Besides, this Galactic ocean is constantly expanding. And you, restricting
yourself, have to regenerate over and over, try to catch one and the same
teeny drop of life, losing the scope of the Galactic ocean. Do you understand? Just the only one teeny drop, which is not changing for you. You
avoid speaking about multidimensity, to say nothing of feeling and moving
in the Pace of all Paces. You have very restricted representations about EXISTENCE. You don`t live, you lead a miserable life, thrown into multidimensional Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies. There is nothing to talk
with you, to say nothing of planning harmonic Universal Projects. You just
groan, speaking about your miserable life, which becomes worse and worse
every (non-existent) year. But it can`t be better, because you create disharmony on the Planet, exhausting everything that your insatiable animal instinct needs. You can object, saying that you are not animals. And we`ll tell
you about your likeness with them. This is a very deplorable fact. You have
decided to regenerate in your children because of misunderstanding. But
this regeneration is peculiar to animals only. “ But how can we regenerate if
not in our children?”, - you will certainly ask. And We will answer, that you
are all individuals. You mustn`t regenerate in your children, because they
are also individuals with their feelings, emotions and tasks on the Earth. But
you don`t hear Us, and know, that your regeneration in children is inadmissible and illogical, misrepresentation of EXISTENCE.
What will this result in?
You will literally start eating people, justifying your actions by regeneration. Don`t you understand, what We mean?
Then We`ll explain to you how and what can your excessive “love” result
in. Love that regenerates you in children. Because of this “love”, you plan
children`s future, which, in your opinion, will be better for them. Loving insanely and soullessly, you are looking for yourselves or your continuation in
children, misunderstanding that you and your children are multidimensional
individuals. And your real PARENTS are the Father, CREATOR of EVE~ 18 ~

RYTHING, and your Mother, Love, which fills you and EVERYTHING
that EXISTS with itself without remainder. Unlike people, animals don`t
have immortal soul. That`s why regeneration runs through descendants, for
example, a wolf, a fox or other animal. You must know such phenomenon
as sarcophagy in the animal kingdom. It is connected with the fact, that every wolf cub or a fox cub lacks for information about its ancestry and regeneration. That`s why by eating an old wolf, a young wolf gets the energy and
a kind of information of that wolf. Do you understand? Eating! But the
CREATOR thought over the animal regeneration in a different way. It`s
you, people, allowed sarcophagy among animals. You started eating them,
not loving. It`s you, people, created sarcophagy among animals. And now
you are creating sarcophagy among people. It cannot be allowed, because a
very serious disharmony and misrepresentation of the original energy of information will be revealed then. And if your excessive “love” to children,
husband, wife etc. continue, you will eat yourselves. It was mentioned by
Daniel Andreev in his book “Roza Mira”. And We are also warning you
now. People, wake up! What are you creating? It`s a degradation. It will reduce your short lives, for 20 non-existent years more. You are all to a man
multidimensional individuals. Do you understand? We repeat it time and
again, “loving” excessively and unidimensionally your children, mothers, fathers, husbands, wives etc., interfering in their Spaces, you shorten yourselves and your lives. And this adds more and more disharmony to
Your eternally extending, multidimensional Spaces. We tell and set our examples, how to love. Love is dimensional. Love is all-embracing. Love is
free. Love doesn`t attach one man to another, because attachment is ruinous.
You can tether a dog to the tree. But tell Us, is it possible to attach one person to another? You shoot many films about Love, and in these films you
manage to misrepresent Love, so there is no real Love left. In films you
manage somehow to attach one man`s Love to another. Do you understand
what you are producing? The attachment of one man to another(it doesn`t
matter who that man is) will direct it`s unidimensional, aggressive display(to mothers, fathers, children, husbands, wives etc.), it is important
what happens further. Then all country watches your nonsense and thinks,
not feeling, that is all about the merits of real Love. You can guess what
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happens further. After that you copy unnatural merits of Love. But you see,
Love is different, It is not restricted or unidimensional as you are. It doesn`t
attach or burden, on the contrary, it separates dimensions of available
among loving people and those in love. It means that love is not love in
your family. It is a double-dealer. This double-dealer was imposed on all
people of the Earth, it is anti-love. It is Love destruction, or rather, removal.
Love can`t be destroyed, but it can leave you, when you send It away. “So,
what`s happening?”, − you will ask. “We all don`t love...?”.
«So, what are we doing?”
You shorten yourselves, harming all existing Spaces. In the book series
“Roza Mira” We tell you what Loving means and what is Love like in its
multidimensional multidimensity. Many people will say, objecting NOW,
and even try to show Us, what is Love, in their opinion. And it`s interesting,
that there is a great deal of such categorical and short-sighted opinions. So,
what`s happening? Many people have their own opinions about Love, and
they consider them to be “right”. But true light of Love remains closed for
them. They should consider and accept the energy of information, we revive for all mankind diligently. But, because of pride, these many often
don`t want to listen, not saying about their accepting of true Love. We call
these misrepresentations, by way of which you, people, create utopia for
yourselves, Disbroabitarian state. Besides, it`s interesting that, when you
leave your physical bodies and find yourselves on the other side(you also
stay on this side, but you used to call it “other” for some reason), understanding your restricted perception of Spaces of multidimensional Universes
and Galaxies, persuade Us to send you back to the Earth. You beg Us, saying about your intentions to change yourselves and become multidimensional God-men. But after coming to the Earth you, as always, forget about
your promises and live without feelings and senses, and also without Love.
So that`s what you are, people!
You restrict yourselves and you made this finiteness for yourselves. You
should start extending and go ahead, instead of sitting and nagging like old
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people. The word “old man” or “old woman” contains detrimental action.
This is your finiteness in action. Being young, you are turning into old people. You mutter and nag, that things go worse, everything is dull, there is no
Love etc. We can`t stand such people and their demonstration of senile imbecility. Such young-and-old people turn white into black. And We show
them examples of feeling the volume. We explain that, there is an eternally
extending scope. Sensing and feeling IT, you`ll see, except prejudices, Happiness, Joy and Love. “ But you have to decide on it”,- many or not many
people will say after all. Decide on what? We`ll ask. You don`t want your
moving at all, looking for justification. But justifying yourselves, you start
complaining and asking for Our help. A strange psychology, We are not
able to understand. On the one hand, you seem to ask for help, begging Us
to save you, on the other hand, you say that it`s necessary to decide on these
changes, that is, life-saving. Yes... That`s a difficult case. And we come
across this paradoxical fact everywhere on the Earth. So, what are we doing
in that case? We have analysed thoroughly, before, contrasting all possible
variants, redistribute energy of information in all Universes and Galaxies.
What influence will this redistribution exert on the Earth and its inhabitants?
The most dimensioned. HEAR and NOW every inhabitant of the Earth is
left to himself. Do you understand, what it means for all people and those,
who are waiting for their incarnation on the Earth? You are creators of your
own lives now. Before this moment, the mankind has asked, or rather,
begged for better life. But people imagined their lives in different ways.
One wanted a car, another one – a house or a flat, and others, in the majority, only health. Coming to the church, religious people asked priests and
saints, painted on the icons, for life, but only HERE and NOW, you, people,
are left to your own resources. There is no past and future for you, but there
IS only the present NOW. You used to extend yourselves in the past or in
the future. You used to be in a quiet sleep state, but everything has changed
now. You are all living in the present HERE and NOW, and there`s nothing
you can do about it. We are delighted with this fact, because We are tired of
bringing you together, extracting you from the past or the future, gathering
in the present. Now you answer for yourselves. If you want to be thrown on
all Universes and Galaxies – this is your choice. If you want to sleep always
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– this is your choice. If you want to die – this is your choice, agreed. This
feeling has already extended over the Earth and has been shown in everyone. And believe Us, many people are afraid of something non-existent,
when a man is illuminated by Love. In connection with this information We
have prepared a place for incarnation of Yanukovich V.F., because he
doesn`t hear Us, plays illusions and enjoys himself. He surrounded himself
with bodyguards, companions etc. But now he can`t be concealed by other
backs and he can`t conceal from himself. He is to regenerate in the underprivileged family, in the neighbouring entrance of the building, where I live.
Now he will run out into the street to look at me. Looking at me, he will
recollect himself and his escape. This cannot be said about Azarov N. He is
in panic and depression. Why? Because after death he will not find refuge
for himself and stay in non-existence forever. Because he didn`t hear me.
But I told him, that instead of expensive metro stations and many
unidimensional projects, he is proud of, he should have planted many pines
throughout Ukraine. And if he listened to Me, he would have prepared a
place for himself and others, to become extensional man after leaving your
body. I would have helped him to regenerate in the next incarnation. But
now he will stay in non-existence and beg Me to extract him from... you
can`t even imagine where from.
Oh! People, you are so short-sighted, you don`t feel and think nothing
except your glutton. If only you realized your actions on the Earth, you
would be horrified.You live in your bodies, which We prepared for each of
you. It is We who prepared them, because, living on the Earth, you so lose
yourself, that don`t look like people. Leaving your bodies, many become
unrecognizable, you are not like people, without many organs and limbs you
stay in non-existence. That is terrible. You don`t even think about something not to say that to become equal to Us. And here is the moment of hard
times HERE and NOW, in which you are left for yourselves. Now every
man should prepare his manifestation by collecting his entire physical body,
so that to BE in this state and to embody in flesh on the Earth.
«How`s come?», − you will ask.
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And We will answer, that agreements you have signed, are not valid any
more. We are clearing them HERE and NOW, to make our CoCreation revealed. Neither Universes nor Galaxies have known such things yet in everything that EXISTS. To LIVE now, all mankind has to struggle for original
knowledge. That is revealing and has already revealed for the first time during the existence of the Earth.
«What will be then?», − you will ask.
Happiness, Joy and Love will be, but only for those, who felt changes and
feels himself a God-man, not a man-slave. For those, who began his
multidimensionally-extensional movement, being in Our general spirit. And
this is a revival of many original Spaces. This is a multidimensional light of
Our Mother, Love, and the volume of Our loving and beloved Father. This
is ought to BE and there is no other way. We warned all people of the Earth,
who were stuck in the spheres of time and illusion. We persuaded you,
people, to look about and feel the Reality of timelessness. Before birth you
begged Us to give you a saving chance, but having been reborn, many of
you have absolutely forgot your promises.
Now We are asking you!
Don`t blame Us for your own wishes. But take into consideration: there is
always the way out from any situation and condition. Your realized wish,
pronounced aloud, will cause God`s relevant actions to you. And this will
be your saving. But you will save yourselves, We will just give you some
help, which is the light for you. We give this information in advance to all
people and those, who are preparing to reveal on the Earth, for you to know
the Reality, which is going on. We Love you all and that`s why Our
CoCreation is entering it`s visualizing state. This is demonstration of Our
joint Love to you. So HERE and NOW will LIVE only those people, who
feel the Spirit, Our common Spirit. Will LIVE those people, who wanted
changes for themselves and others. Will LIVE only those people, who gathered entire God-men in themselves. Sergey is writing down information
NOW and it becomes clear that LIFE will be only for a man, who feels truth
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in his heart, which will inform him about coming Reality. But feeling the
truth is not enough. Entering this LIFE will be possible on the assumption
of multidimensional movement of a man himself. For other people, who
remain in old, worn-out state, this LIFE will be prohibited. Now there is no
other way: so that to Live people have to know and feel the entire energy of
information of EVERYTHING, that EXISTS. Those, who don`t want to
know and feel, will be hanging in weightlessness, leading a miserable life
on the Earth planet. We do wish, all people of the Earth would understand
and feel themselves a part of EVERYTHING, that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. All cells of the human body live the life of Universes and Galaxies, or
rather, must BE in such eternal state. Feel NOW, man, your body, your
cells, which all together make you an entire man. And now try to feel all the
Universe. If you can`t do it, therefore you haven`t got ready for your Planet.
Your Planet must BE always moving that is turning around in your belly.
And We spoke about it, even connected each of you to your Planets. Why
have we started this conversation about Planets with you, that you have to
feel them? You see... everything may be simple and easy for you, if to know
and be in the state of CONNECTION with EVERYTHING, that EXISTS
and WILL EXIST. When you are in such Holly CONNECTION, then you
EXIST, you are God-men. So, if the mankind IS not able to have this allembracing CONNECTION, you will not manage to find the movement in
timelessness. Seeing nothing in front of you again, not feeling, you will
have to lose your way and listen to someone else, but not yourself. And
again you will produce dependence, and reliving programmed life routines
will become inevitable for you. Julia Timoshenko has cut down all ancestral
trees, and also many forests. She has done it only for you to forget your
CONNECTION, to find unconsciousness and blindness. Do you remember
the film “Avatar”? There was an ancestral tree, destroyed by boors. All Ancestral trees of the Earth have been cut down in the same way and that destroyed your CONNECTION with God. But Avatars, as opposed to you, defended their independence and CONNECTION with everything that EXISTS. They knew, they would be able to BE only in constant CONNECTION with GOD, who was called Eiva in the film. They felt Eiva inside
themselves, and this feeling was given by the cells of their bodies, which
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felt the planet - Pandora. But the film gives only 49% of Reality, that`s why
in addition We`ll say that everyone has it`s own Planet. So this very Planet
of a man gives CONNECTION, which must BE in you, people. This is your
all-embracing Space, which must BE in constant Connection with you. But
without this Holy CONNECTION you don`t feel the Lord and have to look
for mediators. The inhabitants of Pandora defended their Holy CONNECTION, it means they will not fall asleep as you did. You accepted the disharmony on your earth. You didn`t defend you independence and Holy
CONNECTION.
Do you know, that your lands, divided into hectares, remained on the Earth,
as We described in the book series “Roza Mira”? Yes, our dear, your lands
are waiting for you. There is chaos on your lands NOW: something built,
dumps, landfills, multistorey buildings etc.− this is only you, who allowed
all this, nobody else. And now you have to sleep, regenerating again and
again.
Here is your Reality, people!
We have described before, that all you, without exception, felt the CONNECTION, which must BE in you. But this CONNECTION was stolen.
You are sick and you are not Gods without this CONNECTION. I know
people, feeling this Holy CONNECTION and they know where their eternally young bodies Avatars are, and they also know about location of their
Planet, they think nothing of going to eternal body Avatar. I led all comers
to their Planet, and It is in them NOW. I`d like to add that you have to turn
around your planet in the belly and experience feelings, which will run
through your bodies. Every morning I do this creative, multidimensional,
eternally extending work. And you must learn not to sleep, but extend eternally. Turn around your planet not only in the morning, but also during the
day. Feel the planet inside yourselves, but not only feel, sense the movement in your body, which covers all Spaces. Do you feel NOW your hidden
cells? They are waiting for your order.Yes, you must not only feel, but participate in everything. Feeling your Planet, you let pass large multidimensional information scope through your body, you should not only let it pass
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by feeling, but distribute information with your body. «How?», − you will
ask. It is very simple. Make it a rule always to programme your body. For
example, say aloud, that you want to know all distributed, eternally extending energy of information. Then you will begin to notice many visions, multidimensional feelings and your body will be forever occupied by senses,
which will run through it in quantity. And that is just the beginning of the
movement, which is never completed. It is a great joy to know and understand it. Do you see what I mean? We are always in Joy, unlike you. I am
waiting for your movement!
Let`s consider your bodies. I mean, let`s awake the cells, which are
feeling but can`t wake up. Why do you think not all cells of your body are
able to awake? Many will say: “ Because we are sleeping”. And there is a
grain of truth in that.
Look: here is a human body in front of you. Look: the cells are moving in it,
creating a special pace. NOW you can observe on the right side of your
body some cells making an extended and unequal oval, you are under the
impession that they are in the frozen state. Why does it happen? Why do the
rest cells have their unique pace, and this oval is not connected with any
pace? Let`s consider what is happening in Reality. The cells of your bodies
are eager for eternal life, unlike the mankind. Because the human race was
programmed and following this programme, people of the Earth lose themselves, lose their freedom, lose CONNECTION with all Spaces, lose CONNECTION with their bodies and nature. The human race got accustomed to
divide everything into right and wrong, “good and bad” etc. People began to
judge each other and interfere with other lives. This programmed them to
divide everything. Your cells, which make your bodies and you, feel and
run the set program, or rather, had been running it before. Certain processes took place in your bodies, either in one side or another, but there wasn`t
joint pace in them. HERE and NOW We have opened the Spaces of your
Planets. Everyone, who feels the Space of his Planet, will be able to BE in
All-galactic Rhythm, and your bodies will take up this volumetric Rhythm.
Believe Us, you can`t even imagine, the multidimensity, which will be
passed through your bodies. This multidimensional Rhythm will start up the
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volumetric programme, and all bodies will move to special Rhythm. This
Rhythm has multidimensional and volumetric sensing in it`s base; sensing,
which feels the Rhythm of all Rhythms. What are We talking about NOW?
We are trying to show you what is happening? We told, that a moment in
timelessness will come, when your bodies, feeling multidimensity and volume, longing to be in such state, simply will have to throw you out of your
bodies. You can`t even imagine, what will happen. People, all to a man,
who turned away from knowledge, Truth and Real movement, will leave the
Earth. It will be massively and cause panic sensing of life. But We warned
you and are warning again: join and gain your rhythm, feel and sense, not
just perceive the energy of information, but, feeling, show it in your lives.
And only with this combination you are in no danger, on the contrary, purifying and extending multidimensionally, it fills you with the volume, from
which HERE and NOW all Universes and Galaxies are opened in the infinity for you. NOW Sergey sees and feels the panic, which comes from nonbelievers and insesible people, and he understands, that no one can help these people. They will say, that is a conspiracy against the human race. They
will shed floods of tears, asking to save them. They will say, that We are
callous and heartless, but will trample down themselves more because of
misunderstanding the moment. You will ask(or rather, people, who know
NOW, that because of misunderstanding they drove themselves into a corner, which has no exit): «Do we have a chance for saving?». Yes, we do.
There is always the way out, any moment in timelessness of the moment
HERE and NOW. But We foresee, there are few people, who will understand before the death, that they lived in the wrong way, didn`t feel at all
and had an unconscious life. And We`ll say to people, who still realize that
and want changes both in themselves, and on the Earth, that I shall save
you. Even if you, being in fever, but with faith pronounce: «Zeranta, save
me, I realized everything and want my multidimensional motion», − I shall
save you. People, who wished multidimensional changes, will be saved. I
need you very much, because I Love you all very much. But those people,
who are waiting for the Flood on the Earth, will have it. For them and for
those, who will say indifferently, that they don`t care about the Earth, if only they were happy, the Flood will happen, sorrow and tears. They will be
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washed away and relegated to obscurity for 1000 years in unidimensional
calculation. We shall not pay attention to these people till they begin to extract themselves from this labyrinth.
°°°

On the whole, our dear, you must learn to feel your body, it is your
multidimensional partner. Your body always gives you multidimensional
energy of information. Your body is your multidimensional partner. You are
gathered to BE only in the physical body, and there IS no other way out.
You made many troubles for Us by disconnecting yourselves from your
multidimensional and volumetric bodies “Avatar” and from your Planets.
We`ll say it again, especially for you, everything mentioned is your Reality.
So, NOW you are looking at Us and say about your bodies, that they give
you neither senses nor feelings. Loving, We have prepared the soil for
growing your 49 organs. NOW multidimensity is opened and you are able
to grow all missing organs. You will certainly ask how to do it. We were
waiting for this question. Let`s play a game together. «What`s the game
like?», − you will ask. It is called: grow your missing organs.
What`s the point of the game?
Everything is quite simple. Let`s join our hands(NOW you will see a round
dance of God-men, who joining their hands, sing universal, multidimensional song, - these are WE, take US by the hands) and, moving in the
round dance, sing multidimensionally-volumatric song:
Dear CREATOR of the visible Earth!
We are your multidimensional children, who left unidimensional state! We
are your children, feeling the multidimensional volume of EVERYTHING,
feel all Universes and Galaxies! We, your children, know for sure, that feeling and sensing EVERYTHING, that EXISTS, We are leavening EVERYTHING, that will EXIST. Which means that, We are people of the God and
our bodies are undergoing changes NOW.
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And YOU, Our Beloved CREATOR, gives your blessing to Our extension
both within our bodies and within ourselves. We are watching this action.
And We are very glad. We are jumping and spreading our arms aside. Then
We are entering the circle again and joining our hands. But this circle is different now, there is freedom and volume in it. And We are different in this
circle too, We are with all missing organs and now there are 148 of them.
Our height is 45 metres, we are sensing ourselves transparent and feeling
ourselves pervasive and all-perceptive God-people, and this creates very
multidimensional Rhythmical movement, which takes your breath away,
and looking at the eternally extending volume of the Universes and Galaxies, we would like to say all people of the Earth, that HAPPINESS is all we
feel, which is looked for but cannot be found. It can`t be found because
people don`t understand it at all. HAPPINESS is a multidimensional entity,
which is the sister of LOVE. NOW, being in extensional and multidimensional sensing of EVERYTHING, that EXISTS, we would like to say: I am
EVERYTHING, that EXISTS and even EVERYTHING, that will EXIST!
NOW I see luminescence, which is spreading over all Spaces and,
you know, it is illuminating the Spaces of people. These Spaces are very
multidimensional and embrace ALL Spaces of Universes and Galaxies.
These Spaces are your Stars, which warm your multidimensional Planets,
where you can find your eternal bodies Avatars. And from your multidimensional Spaces the luminescence rushes to the Earth, where it can`t find
it`s owners, that is, you, people. Do you know why? Because you lost the
Holy, multidimensional CONNECTION, We show you, and not just show,
but connect you to It. You might have understood NOW, that this luminescence is entity, named Love, your multidimensional MOTHER. You probably think, who is illuminating and highlighting you physically NOW, if your
Love is not able to penetrate into you without your involvement? WE warm
you and the Earth with our Love, and that is why you live and are visible in
the physical world. If We didn`t want to Love you, you wouldn`t have been
alive. That is Our Love highlighting all people, including you, Sergey, but
you, unlike others, hasn`t lost Your Love, you know where It is and feel IT.
In such double state you are in no danger, because if I leave you, that is, if I
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stop illuminating you with my Love, you will survive, without me you will
stay in the LIGHT of YOUR LOVE only. And your LOVE will highlight
you in all multidimensional Creating Space. You, Sergey, are a God-man. I
am telling that, for you to know and not be afraid by no means, if I stop illuminating you. Many questions will certainly arise NOW, but I ask you to
understand the following. You are a God-man and you will be able to show
your worth as a man by yourself, without My involvement. Before your
emergence on the Earth you took into account many details and asked Me to
stop illuminating you at the certain moment of timelessness. So and in no
other way, you will be able to fulfil the mission, which brought you to the
Earth, Sergey. I see, it is very difficult for you to understand and I imagine,
what is happening with you NOW, but you must fulfil, what you wished.
And you, the only one among people living on the Earth, will remain without my LIGHT. But you will find your multidimensional LIGHT and join
Us, and there will be more and more of us. This project will allow to plant
a grain, which will grow and give the feeling of freedom, realizing yourselves independent God-men. That you are the same as We are and are able
to create you Galaxy in Our universal Creating Space( in view of EVERYTHING that EXISTS). It is just you, Sergey, will grow this grain in yourself.
I bless you!
Many questions, concerning Sergey, will come up NOW. But I shall
tell you, don`t sort out others`, sort out yours. He is to highlight himself in
all Creating Space, or rather, revive Love, which will illuminate him. If he
doesn`t manage to revive his Love, he will leave the Earth for regeneration.
“Why will he leave?”, − you will ask. Because that is his mission, which
brought him to the Earth from his Planet. Sergey is an alien, but with one
correction: he is always on the Earth and no other way out. While the human race is losing itself desperately, he can`t live quietly as We do. So, Sergey, wake up and leave your illusions, start to live and feel, sensing the Real
construction of the all-embracing Creating Space.
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Enough waiting,start acting!!!
Sensing and feeling is so simple and easy, that we can just lift our hands.
Perceiving the energy of information in all Creating Space is easy too.
Growing the missing organs in the human body is no trouble at all. Being
multidimensional God-man and living in harmony with all surrounding
Universes and Galaxies is quite simple and not complicated.
So, what prevents the human race from BEING the same?
We asked this question more than once. And you know what? You and only you prevent yourself from BEING in the sensible state of EXISTENCE.
Embracing all non-existent time spaces in timelessness, you see the human
race, extending themselves in the non-existent time. Instead of living for the
moment and BEING always in the movement, you, people, are sitting and
waiting in your holes. Why and whom, you are waiting for, if EVERYTHING is in multidimensional movement just NOW. You often say, that
We are callous and heartless. But tell us, how we can explain, that there is
no “death” and it has never been. Why you are sitting in non-existence and
looking out of there. You`d better leave non-existence, take the responsibility and enter your life at once, reveal in the physical world everyone you
Love. That is so simple and quickly, that I want to shout: you are Gods,
people, and you are able to do that! Why don`t you understand it, you are
sitting and waiting for someone and something. And WE show you the exit,
highlighting it. We go through all non-existent time distances, collected together, watching everyone, who gets stuck in the non-existence. Passing by,
We highlight the exit for everyone. But only highlight. People, staying in
non-existence, just look at Us, saying that We are callous and heartless
God-men. But who prevents you from BEING the same, taking the responsibility and leading yourselves to the life, and, for example, your families as
well.
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Many might not understand, what is it all about, so in this connection,
We shall describe in another way the Real situation, in which seas of people stuck and stay in the non-existence of Jonah. You know, very often after
killing or natural death people are staying in the non-existence with their
families, beloved people, children etc. The are staying in dolmens, tombs or
in other narrow spaces. But the CREATOR Made a man physically packed,
and only in such state we live, are able to feel and sense all Universes and
Galaxies. Just in such state we are able to BE Happy and joyful. Just in such
state we are able to feel Love and sense IT, burning in the chest and spreading all over the body. And staying in the non-existence, you are not able to
live, feel and sense multidimensionally and extensionally. You are sitting
there and are afraid of making a step and starting your movement, which
makes everything turn round. Do you know, what is interesting? Being
alive, you are afraid of “death”, and when you are staying in non-existence,
you are afraid(not everyone) to show yourself on the Earth. So, what shall
We do with such people...??? We understand, that a man cannot live in the
non-existence, he just can be there in the fixed and gathered state. But you
see, this is We, who fix you in the gathered state. And We are tired of your
misunderstanding. In connection with it, We arrange everything into harmonious and primordial state. It means that people staying in the nonexistence, will have to show themselves in the physical body on the Earth,
and further they will have to start BEING visible in Our Creating Space.
You know..., now everything is going to be different. Your lives wil
be changed, even if you don`t want it. We CoCreate the Reality on the Earth
planet. The structures of your bodies are being changed just HERE and
NOW, they are being changed from unidimensional into multidimensional,
and it means that you have to BE in multidimensional, realized movement.
If you don`t understand or don`t manage be in time, unpleasant things(We
have mentioned before), will happen to you. Mass dying will become a routine matter on the Earth NOW. All human race will go through diverse incurable diseases. These diseases will bring people to the non-existence in
several days. Panic will cover the human race, and only people, who are in
motion with Us, will survive, and not only survive but gain the Reality. We
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have already said, that the Flood will happen for those, who NOW don`t
care about themselves, people, the energy of information, the Earth, the
Sun, the Golosshpervashli Galaxy and EVERYTHING, that EXISTS and
WILL EXIST. These people, not feeling Reality, in panic will move on to
the non-existence, where nobody is waiting for them, and that will happen
for the first time in the history of the Earth. We had been always waiting for
you, when you passed into the energy of thin existence.You got accustomed
to this situation, because you know, you will get away with it, but everything is changed, and you will have to gather yourselves, before revealing
on the Earth. And you will certainly say again, that We are callous and cruel
God-people. And We shall answer, that`s you, who are callous and dull, unlike Us. We shall tell for you to understand it: That`s We, who took care of
you during all non-existent spaces of time.
You wanted to die, didn`t you?
But We didn`t allow you to do that. Why? You will ask.
That is because you didn`t even suspect, when you fell asleep, there was no
“death”, and it had never been. You were afraid, when you moved on to the
non-existence, and We always kept you in the gathered state, giving the
sense of Reality. You cannot even imagine how many souls were restrained
and are restrained in the gathered state by Our Love. After moving on you
were found in the subtle state, you felt burning on all sides. You didn`t even
suspect that was Our Love to you. Only Ours. And your Love remained in
non-resurrected state. NOW Sergey knows, what we are are talking about.
He was one of the first to feel burning, being in the non-existence. We described in the previous books what he had made with himself when undertook all people`s sins. Being in the non-existence, he felt burning inside and
outside, it was and is just his Love, which knows him and only IT kept him
in the gathered state. Even when Sergey, being quite desperate, wished his
falling-off. But LOVE, didn`t let it happen. It turned out to be stronger than
his wish. Sergey felt himself in that moment of timelessness, what was IT
like, Love, Loving essence. NOW you will see the dialogue, which happened in that moment between Zar and his Love.
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−Why are You keeping me back, tell me, my Mother?
− DON`T YOU UNDERSTAND?
− I do understand, but I don`t want to BE in everything that EXISTS,
and in everything that WILL EXIST. I don`t want to.
− BUT TRY TO UNDERSTAND, ZAR, JUMPING INTO THE DEEP
END, YOU WILL LEAD PEOPLE OF THE CREATING SPACE TO
RECKLESSNESS STILL MORE. DO YOU UNDERSTAND?
− But tell me, my Mother, what else can I do for people of all Spaces,
who are ill with recklessness? What? Tell me. What? Что? Скажи мне.
Что? After all I considered all the details in my CoCreating Space, but you
see…, people, they don`t want their extension, don`t even want to think
about it, and this recklessness will cover all existing Spaces. Do you understand what I am talking about?
− YES, MY DEAR SON, I UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING, BUT
WILL YOU REALLY GIVE UP YOUR DREAM SO EASY? CAN IT
REALLY END LIKE THIS FOR YOU? WHY DIDN`T YOU THINK
ABOUT OUR LOVING AND BELOVED CREATOR - GOD? AFTER
ALL HE LOVES ALL SPACES CREATED BY PEOPLE! HE IS GLAD
TO SEE THE EXTENSION HE PLANNED, WILL YOU REALLY BETRAY HIM TOO?
− My dear Mother, why do YOU sting me like this…? Don`t say, my
dear, anyway I know Your answer. I feel YOU in me and behind me, I feel
you resisting my thought of the Creator. I know YOU will never let me
break up, because you Love me very much. Forgive me, My Dear and Beloved Love, for my weakness. Being egoist I didn`t think about YOU, my
PARENTS, and also my PARENTS – ADAM and EVE, They will not understand me because I am the first God-man shown by them. Eve Loves me
very much, and HER half of feelings and senses is in me. I feel HER like
anyone else. I Love her very much and don`t want to see HER upset... I
don`t want YOU, my Beloved, stay without me…
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I want LIVING LIFE and even if my eternal divine body Avatar
doesn`t see me, I don`t care about it any more, I want LIFE and I will finish
my CoCreation.
Being in the non-existence I am making my multidimensional
speech, which shows me on the Earth planet. Here are my earth parents, I
see them. They wish to be Happy and BE always in Love. They are Loving
couple, but I understand that to BE happy they need to recollect and revive
much in their bodies. I understand that being born in their bodies I might not
recollect much. That`s why I am CoCreating in the light of Love – my
Mother, and I am already singing, and my song shows me on the Earth.
And I know, know for sure that, my Love, you will always be next to me. I
shall feel YOU and revive within my earth body, and as soon as it happens,
I shall recollect EVERYTHING that EXISTS and will EXIST. Here is my
divine body Avatar, I see It in front of me, Love has highlighted me for It.
Here you are, I see you and feel my Beloved Velenokgrozdia planet going
round in my belly. Everything began to go round and whirl. All energy of
information is within me. And here I am appearing … Oh! How I want to
kiss You, my Beloved, at least one more time… I am going to the Earth
again, and I am there again, on the Earth, and it will never
end…………………………
Now Sergey has recollected his multidimensional speech, with which
he appeared on the Earth planet instead of breakup. But for what, Sergey, do
you remember? Being born again and again you always found the Truth of
Existence. And when you didn`t find IT, you fell into estrangement. You
always refused Our help. And “dying” you struck and struck against illusions and time interval. Love showed you on the Earth again. Do you remember how We met on the Earth more than once? And you always recognized Me. I didn`t understand how, but you always knew it was Me. Your
Love to me never faded away and just grew. Recollect NOW the question I
asked you and my sister: “How did you recognize me? You answered: “ It
was my heart that recognized You”. And I believed you, because I know
that you and only you always recognized Me whatever body I was in. After
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transference you have never been in your divine body Avatar, but you always left your illusions and was on your Velenokgrozdya Planet after leaving your earth body. You are one of the few who thought over your incarnations on the Earth, and unlike others, thought over your being in case when
Avatar will not be able to see you. For that you CoCreated
multidimensionally-volumetric tree, which always met you and take you into its Space, made by you. You know, We borrowed your idea when people
wanted “to die”. We CoCreated pines, which were named Vesnasgrozdyas
and as your multidimensional tree didn`t know what is “death”. But people,
you see, people made the Flood, that reprogrammed not only Our pines but
also other trees and plants.
Now you understand why I am not afraid to deprive you of my Light,
Sergey. You are able to BE the LIGHT for everyone. You are my first son
and the greater part of Me is in you, that is why you always felt Me more
than other children. And that is KINSHIP, which cannot be erased by no
means. Do you see now what I meant Saying that We are Kin? CoCreating
a new soul with a man, I said to everyone that half of a woman`s soul goes
over to a new little man and another man`s half completes all the Created
bouquet of new and harmonic expression of a newborn Happy Soul. But
there is more than a half of My Soul in you, Sergey. You see, Adam was so
caught up in his CoCreations and when Our first baby appeared the most
part of My Soul somehow filled you. That`s the way! And even NOW Adam is busy with something, not realizing again that We wished another
thing. Do you remember the three of Us standing and pronouncing Our joint
CoCreation? We wished all the following God-men were Happy, joyful and
Loving in Love. Adam somehow forgot it. That`s all right! The main is that
We remember it. Don`t We, Sergey?
− YES, I do wish people of all Spaces were always in Happiness, Joy
and Love. As YOU are!!!
Sergey, let`s show NOW what We have CoCreated all three together!!! Do
you remember?
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− I do, my Dear, I am recollecting how We were standing and
CoCreating the Present, the three of Us, filled with great emotions, which
took our breath away. We made Our speech, that went over to the song, and
Our song sounded and sounds like this:
LIFE… How beautiful and always full of deep sense you are!
And the sense of LIFE is in the LIVING LIFE!!!
WE, standing NOW, show Our feelings and senses we experience
NOW. And Our multidimensionally-volumetric emotions are in timelessness of the moment NOW, it means that people, who are born,
WILL always know and feel the LIFE, which is consciously LIVING.
And that is so great, and you want to Create and CoCreate multidimensional Projects, which will decorate Our common Creating Space.
Thank YOU, OUR LOVING AND BELOVED CREATOR, We are
thankful to YOU!!!
LIFE is so LIVING, you see, that you want to LIVE and enjoy every moment of IT.
Enjoyment…, is an interesting feeling! We are sure that people living on
the Earth do not exactly understand this great feeling and the energy of enjoyment. The human race somehow implies other notions by this energy.
You speak about enjoyment by food, sex and other spheres of life. But feeling of enjoyment is multidimensional basically, and that means you should
enjoy, feeling the multidimensity and volume of all Spaces.
What are We saying about NOW?
You may say that enjoyment is quite simple, for example, you may enjoy
beautiful landscapes on the Earth, which attract you magically. Is that right?
Yes, but tell Us honestly, who and how Created these magically beautiful
mountains, waterfalls, rivers, seas and oceans and many other things that attract you.
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Because of misunderstanding, You may say that Mother-nature Created these harmonious bouquets of conscious images.
And We shall answer in this way:
«Eh… people, why can`t you feel the harmony of Creation? The whole
Earth is breathing your Creations, isn`t it? That`s you, people, Created all
magic and beautiful places on the Earth planet. And further you fell asleep
and completely forgot about your Creations.».
You may ask Us: “ But the GOD Created the Earth and all growing plants,
didn`t He?». Yes, He did, but you trampled down and killed everything HE
Created. There are few trees, plants and animals, who survived. But We
don`t mean that NOW. You all lived on your hectares and didn`t have bulkheads, which are raising above the Earth NOW. You had your land, that felt
and Loved you. You see, your land. Being greatly inspired, you Created
magically magnetic, the most beautiful landscapes. We helped you by our
examples. All the harmony in nature created by you and Us had multidimensional CONNECTION, which flew into the Spaces of Universes and
Galaxies. NOW you are admiring not feeling this CONNECTION. Just understand, when a God-man Creates beautiful oasis on his land he Consciously creates CONNECTION with EVERYTHING that EXISTS and
WILL EXIST, feeling multidimensional perception of the volume.
Do you feel what kinds of volumes?
And you enjoy the nature, misunderstanding, not feeling or sensing the
CONNECTION, which covers multidimensionally EVERYTHING that
EXISTS and WILL EXIST. Believe Us, no one enjoys feeling CONNECTION. But just amused with chaotic emotions, which wandered within your
bodies. In connection with this We suggest recollecting your lands, which
are yours by right.
You ask how?
Very simple, you just consciously want to recollect and further the energy
will pass through your body, analysed by your brain, you will experience
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feelings, senses, emotions, pictures, you will understand you Reality. You
will understand and feel that all your reincarnations is the one Real LIFE,
which is never ending. You just need to wish to recollect and revive your
multidimensional Space by right, which is never ending in its volume but
just increasing, taking up new lines.
The situation is very difficult on the Earth. Why does it happen? And why,
you, people, don`t even want to know, not saying about realizing this information? Don`t you know that the Earth could have gone under water 10
years ago. All of You could have gone to the non-existence. Do you see?
We keep up the frequency of the Earth constant. And what are you doing
…? You know, even if there would be 3 men on the Earth, so, let it be. This
is so indeed. NOW the moment in timelessness has come when just vegetating on the Earth leads to death, and people, named Maya, have warned you
about it. And again you don`t want to understand the sense of stated information. Let us consider the following situation, in which your bodies are
staying subtle. Look, NOW We`ll show where you are after leaving your
physical body.
LOOK: you can see a dark-grey cloud, which is disappearing. Behind it
there are silhouettes, that`s We are waiting for you. Yes, We are always
meeting you like this. Are you surprised? But We are not with you there, in
the non-existence, because We are on our Planets. Right after going over
You do not understand what is keeping you in the gathered state. Being
conscious, You are looking around. There is nothing to be touched among
you, it looks like the hellhole. But We have thought over, where to put every lost man. We are coming up to you and taking you by the hand, We are
leading you to the Space of the Pine. You see this living tree and the light
emitting from it, opens a Space, which can be touched and sensed in that
moment of timelessness. We secure the Space of the Pine for each of you.
This is your other home.
But look around, where are you?
You are on the Earth, not somewhere in the sky or on the Earth. This is your
Real place after leaving you physical body. You may ask: “What is happen~ 39 ~

ing with the body after leaving it, or rather, going over”. Your bodies are
not getting anywhere, this is your energy and it is gradually going over to
you .
But, living on the Earth, you don`t even think about the destination of Pines.
Your industry is cutting down these majestic trees without remorse. Do you
know what is happening to you after destroying your other home? You have
to be in the hell or, in other words, in the non-existence. But We caught and
put everyone into another place, for example, into oaks or birches. And you
revelled and meditated in their spaces about how to recollect on the Earth
your being in the other Space of the tree, where you were. But what for, you
didn`t completely understand. We prompted, saying: “ Recollect, you were
here neither once nor twice, but infinite number of times. How long could
you be asleep, people? Don`t you understand that you are losing yourselves
more and more, and anyway you will have to gather yourselves and your reincarnations into one endless LIFE? And that`s a lot of conscious work not
for everyone, but for those, who wish their multidimensionally-collected
state”.
We have showed you a secluded, illusory circle, which is chasing you
ions of non-existent time. And you see, what is happening to you NOW is
your Reality. Before his appearance on the Earth N. Azarov undertook mission to grow so many Pines in Ukraine, for all people to have enough Spaces of their Pines after going over to the subtle state. But he completely forgot about his promise and NOW people without homes are dying. They
have to be staying in the non-existence. We are keeping them in the gathered state, but it is impossible for a man to feel himself in it. He seems to be
alive and dead at the same time. It is difficult to explain, but you cannot be
in such state. Look, what can happen because of insensible action of
N.Azarov. We paved the way so that a man could get lines of consciousness. We warned everyone that if people don`t wish their multidimensional
moving to themselves, a God-man, We shall leave such people. It means
that people indifferent to themselves and to EVERYTHING that EXISTS
will leave the Earth very quickly. But We shall not take care of them in the
non-existence. In other words, We must place them into Spaces of Pines,
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and further We shall leave them for caring about themselves. And there are
no Pines any more. Do you see? People are staying in the non-existence,
without the Space of Pines they are staying in the chasm. We shall certainly
keep them back from destruction, but these people will have to experience
unpleasant feelings and senses for the first time in the history of the Earth.
N. Azarov will also go with these people if he doesn`t collect himself. But
he will leave the non-existence only when all people, staying there, will appear on the Earth planet. He will find himself in a very difficult situation,
and believe Us, there hasn`t been anyone in this situation. But he will turn
out to be guilty of everything he is able to correct. We shall certainly write
him a letter with explanations for actions. Though he may not receive it, but
only his beloved relatives will be guilty of it. And because of great love they
may consider this letter to be nonsense, which is not worth receiving. It is
interesting that they also will find themselves in the non-existence together
with him. And then they will be at their wits` end, but …
So, your love is like that, people. You somehow decide what is better
or worse for another person. You are trying to solve a problem for another
man, therefore not informing him of it. Doesn`t that show you Love? Isn`t
that a respect of a man? No, it is not. It is the energy of possessiveness and
it comes to rule over you. But it is not the energy of Love. How long could
you live like that? How long could you live without Love? It is not possible, but you have managed to cut your Love off and all of you have stayed
alone without ITS Light. And ITS light, you see, is highlighting you on the
Earth, that is, must highlight. Eh…, what will you remain after yourselves,
being on the Earth, people? You will be ashamed after realizing your deeds.
NOW your lives are like vanity, which is tossing from side to side in order
to find something it cannot understand. Feel, our dear, and sense the energy
of information, which is highlighting in your bodies with a frequency of 1.5
milliseconds. But now your bodies don`t disguise it any more, and trying
mildly, will pass the new updated energy of information. Sense and distribute the information within your bodies. This is an exhilarating energy, but
only when a man is conscious. And it is mortal when people are sleeping,
not conscious of themselves.
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Collect a man in you…
Stars! Look in the sky, they are free, aren`t they? They exchange their
information. Their light is going up to you. But what does it bring, have you
ever thought about it? If you have, you will not be able to understand and
comprehend what you have seen without feelings. And the Stars are highlighting the Living Spaces of God-men. There is such notion in timelessness: finding yourself again and again is always extending. It means that
again I, again I and there will be no ending to this. Finding or acquiring may
be different. In the Grey Vozreogra galaxy there is an interesting Planet
named Svergradya. An amazing God-man - Samurai lives on this Living
Planet. Samurai is not a Japanese name, and its meaning is not that common
among people of the Earth. Samurai is a Spatial man, who strives for covering EVERYTHING, that EXISTS and EVERYTHING that WILL EXIST.
This very Spatial man, being on the Svergradya planet, collected Love of
two people in himself. Why did he do that? Just because his beloved friends
lost themselves and their Love, and also lacked of ITS LIGHT, being on the
Earth planet. Samurai had been thinking and comparing for a long time, before he CoCreated his Project on saving only two God-people. We save all
mankind and all Universes, and he decided to save only two loving friends.
You know… it is very short-sighted and narrowly. We warned him, but he
didn`t want to hear Us. Samurai appeared on the Earth with only one project
on saving two people. We tried to extend him, saying that he must cover the
whole Earth and mankind, as minimum, which will be never forgotten. But
he didn`t hear Us. Just because of this he completely lost himself. Before
appearance on the Earth planet Samurai had CoCreated the Space, known as
Japan. Yes, you haven`t misunderstood, the country, named Japan is his
Creation, shown on the Earth. And it was the only country he embodied in,
but it is so unidimensional that, actually, by his embodiments Samurai drove
his Space, named Japan into extremes. He forgot It, but the Space, Created
by the God-man, cannot exist without Love and its owner`s conscious understanding. He also closed his friends in the circle, from which the created
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project does not let them free. If to look at this situation unidimensionally
and being in the timeless state, then Samurai`s Creation made an illusory
circle, which imprisoned three people. And in such state, he appeared to be,
there is not acquiring but forgetting. He decided to help but his help turned
out to be fatal. And We are not able to put this situation right, he is the only
one to do it. But he has lost himself so much that he doesn`t seem to be conscious. His Living Space, named Japan, is dying. Earthquake is only beginning, further the Japanese islands will go under deep water. And that is the
death of God-man`s Space, who forgot not only himself but his Beloved
Space, named Japan.
What did We mean? There are Spaces on the Earth, which are waiting
for their owners. You may not understand that the Earth planet is divided into Living Spaces, which are waiting for their owners. But they do, and it is
the truth, you haven`t been able realize before this moment HERE and
NOW. This information has never been written down by anyone, because
no man on the Earth thought about knowing and feeling EVERYTHING
that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. Sergey will describe all the starting energy
of information, which allows you not only to revive Love but find yourself,
God-man, and your multidimensionally-volumetric Living Spaces. If you
want, on the Earth or go over to your Planets, which are waiting for you.
And this energy of information opens before you the first time after you
have forgotten, who you are… We cannot understand, why people, who
asked for knowledge and feelings, don`t want that. I can see only 105 people, who have accepted the energy of information HERE and NOW. And
the main part of them are my close friends. Well, and the rest? You don`t
want Living Life, do you? Don`t you want to take Living Life with your
own multidimensional hands? We don`t want to understand these people,
don`t want now. Before manifestation on the Earth all mankind had made
agreements and the main point of the agreements was to find themselves as
Spatial God-men. And what? No one, almost no one can hear Us. But you
were begging Us about help, people! I believed you, but you…
Now don`t accuse Us of our heartlessness. Now, there is no need. Now
you all will go over to the non-existence. For someone there is a Spatial
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place of a Pine or an oak, or a birch, in case of emergency. And the rest…,
you will stay in the non-existence or chasm. It is terrible, and We don`t understand you, why complicate it? Instead of resurrecting yourselves, your
Love and living with Us multidimensionally and volumetrically, always extending, you kill yourselves. Well, you made your choice. But We, unlike
you, begin to recollect and resurrect ourselves, by extending. In 2 nonexistent years, Our bodies will be more than 2 metres tall. And you may ask
Us: “But you said in the previous books that if there were 5% of all people
on the Earth, only in that case, people would start to get missing organs and
increase their height. Yes, We said that, but We wished many people to join
Us, and again, as always, you disown the God. In this connection We have
made a decision, which is HERE and NOW beginning to appear physically.
Everyone, who joins the Lord, will extend with Us, and those, who have
chosen their own direction, let them go nowhere, that`s their choice. But
We know, if they turn out to be in the non-existence, there will be many
groans and cries about help. That`s enough, people, the moment for you has
come, to understand, and when you understand, you will find the way out.
And We shall grow and get missing organs.
Just NOW Sergey can tell you about his pain in the region of the intestines
and he feels like missing organs within his body. I shall tell you about his
pain and the reasons. No, Sergey, they are not those pains, that is the mankind, who are staying in unidimensional thought in the closed illusory and
time circle, and they don`t want to leave it. That`s they, who hurt you. But I
told you more than once, that a moment in timelessness has come, when We
do not any more hold or keep anyone back. I told, didn`t I? And you again
are pulling people, trying to get them out by force. Again, Sergey, you are
making the same mistake, which you had already made when undertook all
mankind`s sins. Why should your heart ache for those, who don`t want their
Living Life? Why, tell Us? Isn`t that nonsense? Leave them all free, it`s
time for that, Sergey, and don`t worry for anyone, because Our joint
CoCreation has entered into force. And now everything will be quite simple: those people who are in the joint Pace with Us, will recollect EVERYTHING that EXISTS and EVERYTHING that WILL EXIST. Now, Segey,
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start to look at your body differently, start seeing it light, and if you look attentively and all people with you are in the same Pace, you will see many
branches, going from your heart and extending to many organs. Look,
many new formations have appeared in the head except the brain, and they
are connected with it. Look, my dear and beloved, as in the region of the
heart the LIMINESCENCE has appeared and IT is not like the previous information I have described before. This is the CONNECTION, through
which you will be able to go over to any place in Our Creating Spaces. This
LIGHT always gives the Full, eternally extending energy of information,
which is changing every moment. NOW this visible LIGHT is speaking to
each of you. I opened IT for you. Listen and you will hear speech in your
bodies:
«My dear, you all want the one or many, and this is the energy of information, which will resurrect not only you but also EVERYTHING in you
that EXISTS and Will EXIST. HERE and NOW you will see Our joint
work, which have been made during all history of the planet, named the
Earth. You are able to see everything, that happened on the Earth for all its
history».
Sergey, for example, has found himself at this moment of timelessness. He sees himself of 53 metres height, standing in the water. He is on
the Earth, which is also in the water, and this is the first Flood, made by
people of the Earth.
− What are you feeling NOW, SERGEY?
− I am being oppressed by devastation, pain and bitterness. It`s so
hard to understand that there are no people on the Earth any more. They all
have left IT.
− But look, where are all people of the Earth?
− They are all on the Planets, but not their own ones. We have taken
them to their Living Planets, because they have nowhere to go. People forgot their Living Spaces and Loving Planets, when they appeared in the nonexistence.
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− And now say, Sergey, why are you in the water on the Earth planet
at this moment of timelessness?
− I am warming the Earth, because It is Living and It is afraid. I am
scared not for myself but for every growing and living thing on it. I am explaining It, that We, God-men, will resurrect everything, that lived and grew
on It. But It is crying. I hadn`t left IT till the moment It saw the grass on Its
body and trees. And here are microorganisms and insects going into ITS
body. The animals has joined too. Everything has brightened again.
− Tell, Sergey, why did you stay on the Earth, when everyone had
left IT?
− This is my wish, You didn`t agree with, because there is no Space
for people in the sleepy state on the Earth. They had to be somewhere before their appearance on the prepared and Living planet.
− You, Sergey, at that moment of timelessness didn`t want to receive
people on your Velenokgrozdya planet. And that was only your choice. We
understood you and your intention. You wanted to bring back EVERYTHING into the previous state. And to populate the Earth. We wanted the
same. But you decided if you would be on the Earth and warm IT, the harmonious appearance of all lost things on the Earth would be bigger. And
We saw in this your devotion to the Earth. You couldn`t accept what had
happened. Zar,You were Loving at that moment of timelessness and NOW
is Loving the Earth and everything on it. You were standing up to your
chest in water and controlling the process, which gave birth to the harmony
on the Earth. Three more God-men will follow Your example at a certain
moment of timelessness, and We shall describe it in the next books. And
NOW everyone, who is reading this book, can see himself in the Reality as
Sergey did. But do not just look through or recollect, write down on the paper everything you saw, and I shall help you. It is very important not only
recollect, but understand Yourself and you feelings consciously, which are
always with you in timelessness. But you forgot yourselves, not understanding or feeling your senses. NOW and only HERE I am openning YOU, sensible people, your feelings and senses in the Reality of the moment. It is im~ 46 ~

portant, very important for you not only recollect yourselves but feel Real
senses and feelings. It is very important for you to understand what We are
saying NOW. Believe Us, it is very important. And in this connection let`s
consider what We mean by way of Sergey`s example.
When living on the Earth he was looking for Me, feeling that the surrounding him life was bigger and more variable. Because of this, with every
embodyment on the Earth, Sergey is always in search of multidimensity and
Reality. And he was always fighting with “the death”, realizing its nonexistence. He was afraid of “the death”, when he didn`t understand how to
avoid it, and he was always finding the way out. And you see, he always
managed to do it, because he has thought over in the infinity HERE and
NOW his being, in case if Avatar, his eternal Divine body, will not be able
to see and feel him. We have described it earlier. Manifestating on the Earth
again and again, Sergey had to wake up. He was always planning his embodiments, but fell asleep after his appearance on the Earth. Why? Partly
because of laziness, lack of many organs in his body, by way of which he
could embrace more etc. But he was always trying to live extensionally.
Feelings and senses – are the main components by which he could recollect
himself. Real himself. To recollect in order to find yourself and continue
living consciously and multidimensionally, being in all volume. Just his
feelings and senses are always striking in him, but he couldn`t use them in
full. But he knows for sure that feelings burning in his heart push him into
multidimensity and the volume of our beloved Father. Sergey managed to
go out into Reality more than once, that`s why I am not worried about him. I
am worried about you, my dear and Beloved friends. Sergey knows that reconnecting with himself is not difficult, he just needs to want it and accept
the energy of information easily and without embarressment. And then,
suddenly... BOOM! Yes!!! Hello, Universes, here I am, complete God-man,
feeling and understanding and, above all, sensible. But it is so important for
you to understand why you are resurrecting yourselves and your multidimensional Mother, named Love. Without understanding you will not manage anything however you wanted it. Is it possible to want without sound
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understanding? This is the basis you must have. Realization and consciousness, and no one will be able to keep you back...
Now everything is speeding up so quickly, feeling the Pace, and you
should keep up with it. For example, everything that was inaccessible might
be the past, and you will lose the Pace. There is no inaccessible thing, that is
why when feelings and senses come to you, it is necessary to get to the
point at once, without thinking. Physical expression of your feelings and
senses is not a difficult art. People do not pay attention to the energy of feelings and senses, and how wrong it is! We are eager to explain to every man
of the Earth and We are shouting: This is your emergence. Because, being
next to you, feelings have no restrictions or ending. And it is so pity when
you see the mankind, who from time to time avoid their feelings and senses,
which show the sense in you. You see... that`s not hard to recollect yourself.
That`s like an interesting game, but you should know the rules and will be
able to play. And the rules are simple, not difficult at all. NOW We are going to explain them.
Look: I am in front of you, strolling playfully down wind, showing
light and joy. I am wearing a white sun-dress. You see Me out of Space, but
you could see Me in My Space, because I am existing everywhere with the
LIGHT. NOW I`ll show you by feelings how to recollect yourself, the Godman, without embarressment and playing. Look, each of you is in volumetric flows of energy, being on the Earth. These flows are multifunctional and
multiconstructional, you are being tightly connected with them by feelings
and senses. There is a great ammount of flows producing the energy of
EVERYTHING EXISTING. The energy of EVERYTHING EXISTING is
the REALITY, which is always active and changeable, as It has nothing to
do with bounds and restrictions. NOW You are able to understand the game
rules, which will help you to feel the parts of yourselves. You should mainly
understand and then let in the consciousness that everything is LIVING and
has its Rythmical breath.You see, all energies are Living and have their
unique rhythm. Try to understand that any collected energy IS a LIVING
thing, which fills you, being inside and outside your body. Thus there IS
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EVERYTHING in you, that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. You ARE the ABSOLUTE. Do you know where is the God-man, you have forgotten?
Think about it…
He is in you, of course, in each of you. And it is so easy to understand, that I cannot refrain from saying the following: if you realize everything expressed by feelings and said by Me, each of you will wake up in a
flash. You cannot even imagine the beauty of Our Creating Spaces. You all
will see THEM. And then you will start the Real Life consciously.
Yes, right NOW you are able to collect yourselves, God-men, and become my equals.
And if a God-man is in each of you, why don`t you show him? Just
think, what can prevent you from showing the God in yourselves? Nothing!
Nothing can stop you! So that to show a God-man in yourselves you should
only reveal your Real, constantly extending, feelings and senses, which
ARE the link with you. Just know, you need your Real feelings and senses.
That means, you should loudly make your speech which expresses your
wish and action.
Do you understand?
Well! Come on, start. Your speech must be Spatial, that is, conscious.
I would like you to make your own speech with inspiration. But if it is hard
to feel yourself and express your wish, I will help you. Before making your
multidimensional speech set your mind on Me and I will help you. We are
collecting you, and I feel all of you, My dear! People, you see, not all of
them want to recollect who they really are. They “Die” and come into the
world again and again, losing themselves more and more. And what might
happen, when a man, who is constantly regenerating, will never want his
multidimensional and conscious nature? Such man might stay in the nonexistence forever. NOW, for the first time during the Earth existence, resurrection of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST is happening,
as a result, all mankind, want they or not, will appear in the energy of
EVERYTHING that EXISTS, and those are not energies, which endure
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misunderstanding from anyone. And to appear from non-existence people
will have to accept the Reality and conscious state. You see, anyway, the
mankind will have to accept themselves as God-men. And those, who do
not understand or want participate in the general Universal Project, will not
be able to regenerate on the Earth. And this is Reality. For some people
light will be the light and darkness for others. And whatever they say, being
in the non-existence, We are saying NOW and only HERE: You, people of
the Earth, have a chance not just stay on it, but be conscious and happy by
way of eternally extending volume. And those, who do not want conscious
state, well, then it was their choice, which you HAVE since the first origin
of your extensional soul.
Thus, NOW let`s show understanding that you are made of energies of
EVERYTHING, that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. What do WE mean?
People are in the habit of material thinking. And the matter is always constant for people. But that isn`t so. If you observe the decay of an apple or
any animal. What will you see? These, of course, are not pleasant examples,
but vital, and many are making a face NOW saying that the apple is disappearing and the moment of timelessness is coming, when it is disappearing
from the visible world, as animals are. What is happening? Modification of
energy, which filled up the apple and animals. But nothing disappears anywhere, because the God had already calculated and collected EVERYTHING. We have already mentioned that the matter has three states. Do you
remember? But there are even more states and We are showing you all
states of energy. And We want you to pay attention to the fact that the energy, filling something or somebody, except people, doesn`t have its continuation. But you and only you have the energy, or to say it right, the collection
of energies, which never disappear in any way. There are lot`s of energy
combinations. And you must participate in their collecting. NOW Sergey is
confused, not because of misundersanding but the great volume of information he sees. He is confused, thinking about writing it down and not
missing anything. But I shall tell you in advance that this state is the restriction of itself. Why? Because everything is always changing with frequency 1.5 milliseconds. And the energy you missed is old enough. Do you
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understand, what I am explaining to you?
You are still thinking
unidimensionally, not understanding that the readers are able to see that you
saw, but each of them will observe it at their moment of timelessness. And
at those moments the energy of information will be newly-added, and hence
new. We have wandered from the thread of the story to show you how fast
are the processes in the general Creating Space. Well then, how could you
participate in the general Creating Space? How to collect certain kinds of
energies into one incompatible Creation? You should be active yourselves,
be in your body, and also behind it. Be HERE and THERE, where your
thoughts are realized and at the same time it would be a good thing to cover
EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. For example, you would
like to create an animal unknown on Our Creating Spaces, you should give
it not only definition but the destiny too, then consider the balance of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and make your creation without losing the energy
of Spaces, consider constantly changeable, natural balance. To make your
creation. The energies, which fill up your creation, will be joined with your
Spatial vision and EVERYTHING that EXISTS. Such a simple process it
is!
Tell us... the energy or energies, do you feel when the wind is blowing
and the leaves are rustling, and the grass is playing with them? Looking at
that you are saying: “ I feel so good and easy that I want to fly!” Yes... But
why don`t you pay attention to the energies in them? The energies, filling
up all visible things in the nature, want to talk to you. Their eternally
changeable state was specially created to make you happy. Just think: so
that the grass growing in your gardens played with the rhythm of the wind,
it should consider and feel everything growing not just next to you, but also
in the areas ruled by the energy of the wind. And it is eternally changeable,
it is constantly in the work, which is holding the Rhythm of many plants and
trees. And you, people, do not want to value this hard work. You should
learn, or rather, recollect, how to talk to everything growing on the Earth
and not only on It. You should participate in general process of nature. And
the majority of people, going to the forest in order to have a rest, just vam-
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pire the energy, which is given to you, for example, by plants, trees and water.
Energies... Everything around you consists of them, and you too. But
why do you think about them so primitively, unidimensionally and monotonously? We want to give an example of the incident, which happened in the
city familiar to everyone, Kaliningrad.
The girl, named Margaret, lives in this city. She is 5 NOW. Her mum,
Sveta, is a very good person, but she thinks unidimensionally and restrictedly. Margaret has just told her mum about the deer, who talked to her. But
Svetlana, thinking her own thoughts, just echoed playfully and stupidly to
her daughter. But if she had listened to the sense, conveying by Margaret...
And she was saying the following:
− Mum, today I was talking to the deer, his name is Goros. And he
told me about a further country Uzorbiya. You know, Mum, I somehow
thought it to be very familiar and native to me. Goros told me that if I want
to get there, it will take me to that place. And I wanted, mum, you know, it
is so beautiful that I wanted to take you there too. And..., what would you
say? - pulling Svetlana`s blouse sleeve, Margaret was waiting for the answer. Svetlana looked at her daughter and just said: “ Let me see”. And
Margaret continued:
− There is nothing to see, mum, I am saying that the country is so
beautiful and interesting and I do wish to show it to you. Everyone and everything can speak in that wonderful country. Just imagine, mum! You haven`t seen such things yet.
Svetlana gave up her thoughts and reasked her daughter:
− What are you saying?
− Let`s go, mum, I shall show you the way to Paradise, EVERYTHING is so fine and beautiful and my father is still waiting for you there.
− What are you saying, Margaret, what father? We do not have a father, he left us.
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− Well no, mum, not that father but another, all-embracing father, who
Loves you.
− Ooh…, Svetlana breathed out slowly, − look, I do not know where
you have caught it, but... Yes, I understand, you need to grow up a little,Sveta broke off her speech, pulled Margaret`s sleeve and drew her to the
lift. Margaret looked at her mum sadly again and said:
− You know, you will live alone, without father, if you do not listen to
me.
Svetlana kept silent.
−But I do want to have a father, I want Happiness and be always
cheerful. And you know... I shall be Happy, whether you like it or not!
The lift stopped, Svetlana got off, taking her daughter by the hand, and
at that moment she looked into her daughter`s eyes, it made her feel creepy
all over, the tears cascaded down her cheeks because she was overfilled by
feelings, senses and emotions, she had never had for all her life. She felt so
pleasant and free and at that moment she said to her daughter:
− You know, my princess, take me to your magic country, I agree.
This is a real story, showing you the CONNECTION, which is in
everyone of us. The country, shown by the deer, is a true world, where
harmony and multidimensional state of all people are revealed in timelessness. In this country everyone and everything can not only communicate but
exchange the vital warmth of Our Mother, Love. This country is in the Reality, We are taking you into. In this country everything lives its breathetaking life, and every moment is dawned by thoughts, dreams and creation.
HERE and NOW this country is appearing on the Earth, and no one is able
to prevent it. Daniel Andreev was speaking about this country in his work
“The Rose of the World”, but he has just briefly described it. This is the
country of Happiness, Joy and Love, which gives you permanent day, not
night. There is no night, it doesn`t exist, does it? Do you know about that
incontestable fact? Creating the visible Universe, the God didn`t think about
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night and HE didn`t create it. Do you understand? But you will certainly
ask Us again, saying that your eyes somehow meet non-existent night every
day. Yes, our dear, NOW your Love is not highlighting you and we told you
about it. But you will see a permanent day, when only three God-men open
the light of Love in themselves and then...
The Earth, having opened her eyes, will shine in the sun. And looking
at IT, its sister, the Moon, will get its true lines of light.
What can be better than freedom of living Light?
How much should we say, people... the darkness was thought out and introduced into your life.
The Love was pushed aside by you. And only because of this the darkness
opened its eyes by shadow.
And We are always saying: Let there be light!
And that`s Mother Love who highlights the Light. Revive Love, our
dear people of the Earth. And you should also learn to go over from one
state of the physical sense into another.
What do We mean?
There are 2 states of the physical body, I am being in, and the Jesus
was.
The first is the state of weightlessness.
You may wish to lose your weight, that is, reduce it, and your weight
will have no gramme. Why do you need it? This state will explain to you
much. Being in this state, We are able to dissolve our bodies. I told Sergey
that if I want, I shall dissolve my earth body and go over to my Zelushta
Planet, and you will stay on the Earth without me. The attractive power will
not keep you back when you learn to be in the weightless state. It makes
your body transparent and your body cannot be seen. You feel freedom in
you and it is impossible to express into words. Being in this state, the man is
able to do much, for example, to stop the numerous army of bandits, who
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want to kill you and take away your lands. When it was necessary I did the
following. Saint Assumption Pochayev Lavra keeps the notes about 50
thousand turkish-tartarian army, ruled by Nurredin Khan, that approached
Pochayev. Being in the weightless state, I resisted an enemy attack, though
that was no hardship to take them out from their physical bodies. But I remained alive those, who repented at that moment of timelessness.
Sergey can tell you about Moses, who led the slaves out of Egypt and
the sea parted to let them pass. Being in the timelessness, Sergey was acquainted with Moses and also knew him in that incarnation. At that moment
Sergey was the main commander of Egypt, he was on the other side and
didn`t sustain him, loving and feeling CONNECTION with him at that. At
that very moment of timelessness he saw Moses`s state in front of the parted
sea. Moses was in the weightless state. His body was half-transparent and
Sergey saw that. He was the first among the Egyptian army, who came up to
Moses to kill him. But he couldn`t, because I was Moses myself and he recognized Me. The wave of memories surged on him and inflamed the light in
his heart. But tell Me, Sergey, why didn`t you change sides after you had
recollected much? Why did you prefer to die instead of helping Me. Then
you just left this world. You knew that an unusual state of the sea would
not last long and entered the tunnel so that “to die”. And I was shouting to
you: “Wait, don`t go, because I wish you to stay as I need you.” Why did
you do that?
− My heart ached, because I recognized You. I couldn`t stand that I
hardly killed the most precious person in my life and also in all Universes
and Galaxies. You. Do you understand?
− Yes, Sergey, I remember everything. And I understand that everything may be changed and corrected...
We have wandered from the thread of the story but only in order to
give you understand: the weightless state may become accessible and it is so
easy, not difficult, like breathing.
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To begin with, you should join your Divine body Avatar. Next,
through it you should feel the CONNECTION with EVERYTHING that
EXISTS. You will have feelings of fullness, all-embraceness and allextension. This infinite sensing will let you BE in EVERYTHING that EXISTS and BE within the earth body at the same time. This is the state of
weightlessness, by way of which you can carry mountains, rivers, seas and
oceans. You should feel deeply this state in order to know it and NOW I
shall help each of you to feel it. So, let`s start.
LOOK: I am here in front of you. NOW my right hand is showing to
the side, pointing on the Planet. Here IT is, my Zelushta, and my Divine
body is on IT. Look and try to feel deeply what I am showing you NOW.
NOW you see my Earth body, which has disposed to My Planet, where is
My supreme I, that is Divine body. The terrestrial body disposes and runs
into Divine body. In the previous books I have already told you how to feel
the Divine body. When you joined the Divine body, you must ask it to dispose to EVERYTHING that EXISTS, WILL EXIST. And now try to feel
deeply the senses, I shall pass you.
You are feeling the sea tide and the light of the Universe. You know
that Light, you are feel IT within your body. That Light tells you about the
Kinship and Divine Connection, which connects EVERYTHING that EXISTS in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. And you understand that all seas,
rivers, oceans, insects, animals, mountains etc. are living within you. But
that is not all. Besides, you have feelings of the totality of ALL summed up
energies in different combinations of EVERYTHING that EXISTS. And
through feeling, sensing the Life of EVERYTHING in yourself, you are
able to carry, sum up and separate all possible variants of energies. Redispose, redistribute etc. these very energies. It is not difficult if you understand, feeling that EVERYTHING in you is a man...
The second state We shall explain, is the state, in which a man dissolves his terrestrial body.«For what?», − you will ask. To go over to your
Planet and enter Avatar - his Divine body. Avatar will be able to see you
only in the state, in which the energy of your terrestrial body remains with
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you. Holy people were always embalmed for them not be able to appear on
the Earth. Do you understand now, why? Because the energy of the terrestrial body must always be with you, this is the part of your soul, and Avatar
is your full soul, but without the energy of your body. When you go over into Avatar, you collect into one integral, eternally extending state. And when
a man of the Earth is embalmed, the part of the energy of your soul is
closed. Before leaving We always dissolve our bodies, remaining just a
pearl or a diamond as a memory about us. Multidimensity and the volume
of a God-man consist of such things. Vatican was built on the energy of a
diamond,which remained after Mother of God, that is Me. Vatican`s Popes
themselves are nobody without My energy. They think unidimensionally,
stand for ceremonies, try to glorify themselves, but in vain. I take my diamond, which was kept in their abode. I gain all energies of information and
all energy, left on the Earth. I shall redistribute energies in other multidimensional variants all over the world. Ukraine will be the centre of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. An Unusual world view, Life,
creation, Happiness, Joy, Love and immortality are originating here. The
Light will come down and spread over the Earth. Take in the vital energies,
my dear people. I am redistributing them…
°°°
NOW the moment is coming on the Earth, when everyone who wishes
conscious life, will get feelings and senses leading to the eternal NOW. This
eternal NOW is filled with eternally extending, multidimensional and volumetric possibilities. You just have to learn to feel and sense the energy of
information of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and an unusual, creative world
will be opened before you. The world with no “death”, illusions and lie,
consisting of Life, filled with eternally extending, inspiring projects. The
Life, illuminated by your Love, which is filling and extending you up to the
infinity. The Life, taking your breath away by the great and light feelings
every moment. The Life, which shows you harmony. And it is happening
just now on the Earth. Now let`s learn to feel and develop senses together.
Listen to your body, what do you feel? Sergey, for example, says, that many
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pleasant and unpleasant processes are taking place in his body. Let`s consider his feelings and senses.
Look, NOW I shall show in pictures and give sensing of the processes,
felt by Sergey. At this moment of timelessness his heart is aching and crying, for him to improve his relations with wife. His heart got free from illusion and flow into the Pace of all Paces. His body admitted multidimensional energy of information and sustained IT. Feelings and senses in his heart
are highlighted by Love and it means that he must learn to join his wife`s
and his own Spaces, creating the joint living Space. And that`s not all yet!
Wake up, Sergey! You know that if you keep away from your life you
will become a sclerosed man. You will lose yourself and it means that you
are not the inhabitant of the Earth, such people will not be able to survive,
and you know it. And it is strange. It is strange that Sergey knows: to live
you don`t have to hide yourself from life, but participate in the extension of
life and also yourself. It is very important to understand for many people
and by way of example We are showing you Sergey, who lives in the wrong
way, as you mustn`t do. That`s a big mistake, made by many people on the
Earth. Sergey knows that it is necessary to cover all spheres of life and not
be involved into the only one. But knowing it, he made a mistake, which
could be fatal for him. He involved himself into one certain field. Being inspired with it, he began to lose himself and became a robot. Such people can
be easily ruled, if it gives advantage to someone. Such people will give their
lives in the name of the one field, and it is very sad. You are much more
wider than any field. Do you understand, Sergey? You are the man, aren`t
you? And the man must take up his decision only after considering many
moments of life. A man is able to live, being extended physically and spiritually. Physically, you see? And what did you do? You wrote 5 books and
didn`t even live them in full. You didn`t..., if you lived, you would have become happy in the collected state, but now, you are at a loss. You have been
living without feeling the Earth`s before. You were flying somewhere, but
not on the Earth. Everything will change for you and for the first time you
will feel your life in full. Because you will not be able to live differently.
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This mistake can be made by many people. Many are involved into
one or several spheres of life and are trying to live in such way. Then they
have feelings of loneliness and limited perception in their bodies, and further – depression. It so happens in life that people lose their favourite work
or precious friends, or may be, sweethearts, and their life is ended. After
this such people usually do not see themselves in life, and it is sad. We are
appealing to you: extend your fields in many directions and extend yourselves, then your life will never be ended. Your multidimensional fields will
not disappear anywhere, they will become a part which will be always felt
and known by you. You will certainly ask Us to tell or make examples of
these multidimensional fields. And We, in our turn, shall make examples
from Our lives. We are always developing. We are dancing or learn to
dance, knit, sew, paint pictures, feel the Earth, plant harmoniously fruits and
vegetables in our gardens and many, many other things. And now tell us,
how can we be depressed with such a great variety of fields? And in your
lives job takes the first place and occupies all your life. Many people are absorbed in their job, which is senseless if to look at it sensibly. But you will
certainly say that your job gives you life, because you make your living
with this very job. So, you are all like these. Learn to feel and sense your
destination. Many people, having manifested on the Earth, had their aims,
which became forgotten by you. Every man on the Earth may be provided
with all necessary things, but you should feel what to do for that. You have
had those feelings before and knew what to grow or make, so that to exchange your creation with someone for something you need. You exchanged goods on the fairs without any money and were free from slavery
and senseless job, which gives you money and takes away the most important, your lives. You have lived as your soul wished before, but not as
your democratic state did. Eh, you lived so happily, that we want to show
you the pictures of events you lived in, not tried to live..
Look: here are the Vakudinnovs going to the fair on their own collected vehicle. The vehicle, made by this family, doesn`t need fuel and takes its
energy from the surrounding fluxes on the Earth. Inside this vehicle there is
a ball the size of the wheel, the swarm of flies(like ants, bigger and with the
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wings) inhabited it after the family`s invitation. These little ones with the
wings feel all fluxes of energies, focused on the Earth, which are able to
move great weight. Their vehicle has no wheels, it simply floats and diving
into Space of living nature, is able to turn up anywhere on the Earth. But it
can also swim at any distance from the ground and carry its owners smoothly. Here are four people going to the fair in order to exchange it for a great
number of embroidered dressess and warm, nice fur-coats. Here is the
unique fair! There is always an unusual atmosphere here, it is very interesting and vivid. Many craftsmen in different fields are coming here to exchange their goods and share experience with others. Idlers have never been
here, because everyone found an occupation for himself. Different competitions were organized for children to show themselves. Boys and girls found
their other halves, playing games and leading the choral dance. And skillful
craftsmen could exchange various innovations with each other. It was an
exciting event and everyone was looking forward to the appointed day and
all people gathered in one place. Fairs were often, that`s why people prepared their innovations thoroughly and with great enthusiasm. People could
feel desires of others and prepared their inventions or embroidered, for example, new fashions of clothes for certain people. That`s why We do want
you to learn to feel and sense each other. Only in this way the mankind will
be able to get free from the slavery of job, slavery of democratic state and
slavery of themselves. We do wish all people to become free and extensional. And you know, what is interesting, you can always continue your affairs
after coming back on the Earth. You can even appear in the same families
and wear the same clothes, made by you before your leaving, and this is
your wish, you are able to fulfil. Everyone of you is able to remember all
previous lives, it means that Reality and timelessness will come to you. For
this you need to know how to live forever, through feeling and sensing.
Through feelings precisely you will be able to know not only listed above
but EVERYTHING. Because of misunderstanding you can ask Us: ”What is
it like, to know EVERYTHING, feeling? And We are opening a Space of
knowledge for you, which is always extending. You cannot even imagine
how big and extended this Space is. Or rather, We are not opening but disclosing that you always knew, feeling and sensing. If you want to know, We
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know nothing, but We can feel, and through sensing know EVERYTHING.
Something like that, our dear and beloved people. Everything turns out to be
simple and easy. Just learn to feel and sense and then you will open a storehouse of knowledge, all Universes are illuminated by. Make your decisions
through feelings. You can be God-men only through feelings and senses.
But your feelings and senses must be highlighted by Avatar and only in this
case the information in your bodies will be right. If you don`t involve your
Avatar, your senses will be completely wrong. Avatar is always waiting for
you on your Planet, and your Planet should be always taken into account.
The Star, which is illuminating your Planet must be visible to your sight,
that is why every morning you must come up to the window and looking
deeply into the distance, find your Star, then Planet and Avatar, we have already told you. When you see your Avatar, you can enter It and feel, sensing information, which fills your terrestrial body in. And if you have an unsolved problem you must feel deeply the information, repeating all the listed
actions. Then you will find the solution of any task and problem. Seeing and
sensing your Avatar, when leaving the Earth, you can know how to dissolve
your terrestrial body and go over into your Avatar, situated on your Planet.
Then, you are able to plan your emergence on the Earth and your birth
again, but still remembering youself and something you came with. You can
and you are able to know EVERYTHING you wish, our dear. And every
man, leaving on the Earth NOW, is able to do that! And nothing can stop
you, except your disbelief, laziness and sleep, but if are able to overcome it,
nothing will prevent you from becoming yourself in the volume of Universes. NOW you are reading and thinking: “ Can we really do that?”. And We
shall say: “You could always do that, when remembered yourself!”, - and
We shall add, - “ That`s enough losing yourself and being in the nonassembled state.” Tell Us, if to strip down the car and look at it, what will
you see? You will see a junk heap, which has nothing common with a car,
as they say, in working condition. Isn`t it so? The same is about the mankind, which are sleeping NOW, being in the non-assembled state. We do
want you to be in the collected and working state. Let us look through our
lives and try to recollect them. As you were collected and knew EVERYTHING in one of your lives, that`s true. You lived on the Earth and were
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God-men on the feeling you hectare. And that feeling hectare hasn`t
dissappeared anywhere, it is waiting for your emmergence on it, being on
the Earth. Your hectare of the land can tell much about you and give feelings and senses, with which you knew EVERYTHING. I shall help each of
you to see and understand where is only your land NOW. He, who wants,
will certainly understand where to go in order to become a God-man. But
We are warning you: being in a hurry, you can get to the wrong place and
time can also destroy your desire to find yourself. So We advise you to feel
easily where to go to the meeting, you will be waited impatiently at. I can
help you to find your hectare, just be in one mood with Me and see with
your spiritual sight everything I`ll show you. Further you will certainly
know where to go. We call it “collecting yourself”.
°°°
Sleep. What is happening with you in your sleep, when you fall asleep
at night or midday? In your sleep you might feel the light appearance of energies. In your sleep you might be in the incorporeal state, but with fullstrength look. In your sleep you might be cured or, on the contrary, sick. In
your sleep you might work through and solve many problems or get them.
In your sleep you might see Me and hear my hints. In your sleep you have
the right to fly to you own Planets and come back to the Earth. So what kind
of a sleep is that, we are being in every day, when we fall asleep? We have
already mentioned about the body`s states and their multitude. And We
have already described the state, by which your body and you are falling
asleep. But there are some additions, you need to know. Look, that`s what
we get. Every day you fall asleep, some of you do it more than once. And
where are you going? Where are you falling or going over? You might
know that before the God created the visible Universe, nothing had been
seen but the life had existed. Or rather there had been many energies, not
connected but communicated with each other. They expressed their ideas
and watched their creations. Esoterics call it the revealing by subtle world.
But they miss much or do not want to hear Us. Thereby NOW We are going
to describe this world in other colours, which are Real. Look: there is a
great number of energies, sating our Creating Space. They are also sur~ 62 ~

rounding the Earth and all existing Solar systems. We call this accumulation
of energies Our Creating Space, where the extension is taking place by
means of Our help. This Creating Space had only one level and everyone
could enter it. But people, who forgot themselves and fell asleep, made their
own level, which broke away from the extending Creating Space. This is the
level, you are being in, and this level covers just your sleeping existence after breaking away from EVERYTHING and it is a complete curcuit, which
always has only one radius, hence it is not extending. While falling asleep,
you enter this very Space, which cannot be called Creating. In this Space
you will work through the troubles, which you got into, while breaking
away from Our Creating Space. That is the same circle of illusion and time,
you meet in your physical state. You see and control yourself in the physical
state but you(not everyone) cannot do it in the broken away Space and get
into troubles. These stupid states are not accidentally revealed while you are
sleeping, as there is no time or restrictions in you, when you are in such
state. Hence all your lives you were in a sleep, are revealed in you. The
recklessness you had in all your lives, is also being with you at the moment.
After awaking you are saying to yourself: “It is so strange that I did that in
my sleep, that wasn`t like me.” But this is not altogether true.That`s you and
your actions, which must be balanced and harmonized. We are going down,
or rather, entering your broken away space and trying to create harmony and
balance you. We are trying to lead you to the truth of Existence and take
you back to Our general Creating Space. In your dreams We are working
with you and trying to regulate the events, in which you could physically
understand and change yourself. For each of you We are able to create the
events, you get into being on the Earth, if you need it. And We do that because of Love to everyone. Unfortunetly you do not pay attention to the
events, are afraid and profane our help and hard work. So, the result is this:
you are always and everywhere restricted by yourself, whatever state you
are in, and We are always in extension and general Creating Space. We always control ourselves when going over into different states of our body
and you do not do that. You are liable to spontaneity and narrowness, and
We don`t know these states at all. Just few people are able to leave that
broken away space and feel the volume, which is always extending. And
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having awaken in the morning, these feelings will not disappear anywhere,
they are always staying in your body and warming you by its healing heat.
And what states, except sleep, are accessible to you, which you have never
paid attention to? For example, the state of all-penetrability. This state is
always near you, but you don`t even know about its existence. Allpenetrability, what does it mean? You might consider it to be very strange,
that you are always entering this state, missunderstanding what`s happening
with you. You will certainly ask, when was that? We shall answer you, that
always, when you are going to bed, you are entering that state. It is not a
dream, just before it, when you are about to fall asleep. You might notice
that, when you are falling asleep another reality is happening with you. But
you somehow consider that to be the product of your imagination. No, that`s
not so, while staying up you can be in the same state. You just have to relax
and feel the coming information, it may be collected in your head and perceived by way of the pictures. But it is necessary to be able to filter them.
The chaotic information will be within your head without filtration, and will
not be able to understand anything. But when it is a conscious process, you
will be able to enter any place not only on the Earth but on other Galaxies.
«What`s all this for?», − you will ask. When a man is not indifferent and is
eager to be in EVERYTHING that EXISTS, he should know and feel EVERYTHING that EXISTS not only on the Earth, but, as We have already
said, on other Galaxies. Being in this state, you will be able to see the real
picture of the place, you want to enter. If necessary to take your physical
body into that place, you will be able to know how to do this by way of your
feelings and senses of EVERYTHING. NOW many of you will certainly
ask to tell about working with this state and We will not refuse that. Look,
at first, when you are going over into your sleep, the state, We were talking
about, is coming to you. At this moment you are able to ask you body not to
fall asleep, and take you into appointed place.
It is clear that everyone has it`s own place. Then you should observe and
feel that your brain will show. You will be able to smell that place and see
the real picture. You should know that you are still there: in the appointed
place. You may walk in that place and have a good look at it. Next time you
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might not only look but take part in harmonization and development of everything. You can even prompt to the people living there, everything you
consider to be important. But you should know that it is necessary to take
part in harmonization of everything seen by you. These are just primary
conceptions, the first page of information for you. But when you feel at
home and begin to take part in the events on the Earth, you will understand
that life must be always created, not waited for. If to let things drift there
will not be any life, everything will be destroyed. A man must watch over
everything, feeling and taking part in it. There is no other way. In this connection We suggest your taking responsibility and creating life for yourselves, then for your family, and watching over the life creation on the
Earth. In this case your life will depend on you. And it is important for you
to know: to make your life real, not accidental, you should feel information
within youselves and define well your wishes and emotions, connected with
it. You should learn to feel yourselves and it is very important. On the
whole the mankind doesn`t belong to itself, it means, doesn`t feel itself at
all. Such people can be easily ruled and directed as you wish. And priests
always used you, that you couldn`t even notice. But when you found
YOURSELVES, everything changed fundamentally. You always knew
what and when to do, to make your life conscious. You might need realworld examples to understand how to be in the collected state.
Let us consider collection by way of the author`s example. Sergey is
understanding that he is in the non-collected state at the moment. He understood that from the events happening in his life. He is deeply concerned
about that, and I am telling him: “ It`s very good that you see yourself noncollected, not full and this is the state, in which feelings and senses are not
perceived”. In such non-collected state you are not able to realize your life
and it is throwing you from side to side, and this process is always chaotic.
But a man just has to understand and show all realized by him, and the life
will completely change. All of a sudden a man begins to know, feel and
sense EVERYTHING. Now the decisions are made when the following situation was felt deeply by a man. We have been making decisions before instead of a man, feeling deeply the following situation. But now you are able
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to take care of yourselves, if you are in the collected state. How to be in the
collected state and feel the following situation yourself? Everything is quite
simple. At first you must let in the situation into your body. Then the body
will prompt you its senses and you will understand the right decision of
something you were planning. But your mind mustn`t get off to leading positions, it must collect and concentrate the feelings your body will feel deeply. And it is so simple and easy, just amazing, that no one on the Earth
knows about this information. It is strange, why do people want to give
themselves into someone else`s hands and just wait the realization of something thought by those people? But that someone is not always with the purest intentions and no wonder. Tell us, why do you give your parts into
someone else`s hands? Don`t you want to be yourselves and rule your own
lives? You just have to want that and everything will change. Sergey is understanding that he will start his life after collecting HIMSELF. And then he
will start the Real life. But he is still living through certain events to get rid
of distortions and substitutions. When this rubbish is thrown away, people
of the Earth will see the real light, which informs them about the savagery
of EXISTENCE.
Collecting of yourselves. Let`s consider it from a different angle.
Look, what is happening: you, everyone of you, is eager to live with a sense
and that unknown sense was searched by many people, for example,
Hippocrat. But he knew another reality, not available for others, but he
couldn`t penetrate into it. In that another reality he felt the lines of a real
life. In his works he made examples, which roughly divided Spaces into
“bad and good”. He divided Spaces but couldn`t understand up to the end
what he was dealing with. This division is unusual to the nature and EVERYTHING that EXISTS. It is a big mistake to divide as Hippocrat did and
We told him about it, if only he had understood... Hence if to hold the Hippocratic theory, you won`t go any far, it is like marking time, because he
didn`t feel the Real Reality or events, which are never ending. And all your
appearances on the Earth are in this Reality. He watched many realities,
which used to be, in his opinion, and that was a big mistake, because Reality
is always the one in all extensional accommodation and exposure.His theory
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is fundamentally wrong, because of misunderstanding that truth, but only
because he didn`t manage to feel deeply the information with the body,
which could inform him about the parts of himself, thrown in the one endless Reality. Further Hippocrat`s followers, not feeling anything, divided
many realities into only two. They affirmed that one reality is “before” and
another one is “after”. They thought in this way: everything that happens
with people is the reality itself. But they mixed the time into their thoughts
and there were 2 realities. The first – before the events, the second – after
the events. It is a very primitive and wrong opinion, which removed people
from the truth of EXISTENCE so far. People became material, unconscious
of themselves and not feeling the spirit. And that is because the Real Reality, which could give the mankind opportunity to find themselves, was cut
off. We can find other examples, which would let you understand, how important it is to find yourselves in the general Creating Space.
Still I would like to draw your attention to the following distortion.
There are some frames on the Earth, forming the notion of spirituality,
which lead people away far from the truth. Why? Most people, living on the
Earth, somehow, observe spirituality only in people, wearing cassocks or
special religious clothes, it depends on the country you live in.
And in
people`s opinion, it expresses that very spirituality, which can be found to
the ends of the world. People can still see the embodiment of spirituality in
life abandonment. We mean celibacy, solitary life etc. Eh, if only you had
known, in what way those destitutions harmed “religious” people. They
blacken themselves beyond recognition. Ask, why? Everything is very simple – people, denying some parts of their life, are catching demons and have
to fight against them. It is disgusting, because We see everything. These
denying themselves people torture themselves and think that they are getting closer to God. But it is not so, such postulants harm the God, because
He is always in joy and happiness and in Love not only to all surroundings
in many Spaces, but also to his other half. Sex, which is needed by all people, because it shows many multidimensional actions, is somehow considered to be obscenity for people, who are denying themselves. But
Kamasutra was written and painted by the Tibetan monk, who lived a soli-
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tary life and he did that only because Virgin Mary, depicted in all churches,
appeared before him. She asked him to paint 64 items, doing which, a
young man or a woman could have intimacy with the opposite sex. He also
painted many poses in sex. “For what?”, - you will ask. And We shall answer in this way: “Do you eat one and the same bread every day? You will
be fed up with it, won`t you? That is why sex must be various and pure.”
But this action is overthrown nowadays, people blackened sex by their
deeds. If to look at people`s not quite pure passions, you will see man`s degradation, after experiencing this mud. A man is guided by these dirty passions not only in sex but in all his life. This is revealing of spirits, a man is
possessed by, and We have already mentioned that. Sex was blackened and
vulgarized, that is why it is not permissible to talk about it with your children. Hence children are looking for missing information themselves, find
it, and it is not a secret, where. And parents, feeling substitution in sex,
cannot reveal their true feelings and senses, which will show in relations
that primordial sex. In many religions people are informed about sex as
something dirty and unnatural. In this connection, We would like to ask
people, preaching these religions: “ How did you come into the world?” But
still they can give their spiritual arguments. They will blindly stick to some
Scripture, saying about the Virgin Birth, and present it to Us. We are laughing at this unidimensity, because that`s We, who had to invent the term
“immaculate conception”. We have already explained to you, why it so
happened that many women had babies from the Holy Spirit, not a man. But
We want to remind you: these are compulsory measures. Men are still sleeping, and how can We give birth to Gods? Only through the God`s spirit.
You see? But We want to repass everything and also sex. By way of sex
people expressed many acts, which are basically multidimensional. Sex between a man and a woman is a very secret act, which was thought over by
Our Loving CREATOR. So, why are some priests rejecting it, as they say,
in the name of God? And We are looking at these people and cannot understand them. The God is not able to understand people, refusing varied and
multiactive lives. This substitution was thoroughly planned for people of
the Earth, in order to prevent them from conscious life. We are not giving
up sex and love this act, purifying it. Sergey can tell you much about the
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possibilities and sacraments, which sex keeps within itself, because that was
He, who began to hide it from all people of the Earth. Why did he need it?
Only for preventing you from inevitable death. He enacted a ban on sex, because the mankind was manipulated and seduced beyond recognition by
way of sex. That was a moment, when the mankind was conceived again by
Arsten and Me after the ruin of Spaceship Earth. Then, having made a mistake, We were talking about, Arsten left for his planet, into his multidimensional tree. That is why his family, left without connection but extending
over the Earth, yielded to the trick of people`s project, who wanted to have
power. There appeared some priests again, who wanted their mastery over
other people. They worked out a plan, which had to overthrow the established views about sex. The mankind was massively instilled that sex is a
dirty act, but it can be dirty only when people are having sex in private in
their houses. According to the government`s decision security cameras, observing people having that dirty thing, were installed in all houses. But at
the same time there were places of public gathering, where that act was allowed. And only non-traditional sex was allowed, that is “a man with a
man” and “ a woman with a woman”. That was the development of the
same-sex relations and degradation of the people of the planet. Seeing that
horror, Arsten appeared on the Earth. He had to stop sex, after seeing that
nightmare on the Earth. It was the mankind`s depravity. Women organized
their “in love with women” parties and rejected men. And men, in their turn,
rejected women. Many the same-sex settlements were set up, where people
organized their parties and their life direction. At that moment any act between a man and a woman was very uncommon, not saying about sex. You
may ask Us, how did the humanity originate? From the test-tube and under
the government`s forced supervision. The newborn babies were vaccinated
and filled with many distortions. Being in that embodiment, Arsten managed to prohibit sex throughout the Earth, because there was no other way
out. And that reflected on him, that is why, living NOW, he feels all those
moments, he participated in.
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You see, everything that happened on the Earth, was permitted by the
humanity. You permitted to do those merciless things and you are the only
one to blame for the current events.
NOW spirituality in people must be realized and applied. But you
should realize it by way of Our help, because no one else among people living on the Earth, is able to open all the spiritual volume. People are going
from one end of the world to another, just because they want to see a very
“spiritual” man. But why is humanity running after spirituality and what
does that notion mean? Let us consider that very word “spirituality”and try
to understand what is hidden in its meaning. The first syllable is “spirit”.
What is it? Spirit is Orthodoxy and the opposite religion.Why is it so? Because these are just words. You can object and say, for example, orthodoxy
is the religion created by God. And We shall say, that God created orthodoxy only because the humanity stopped perceiving the information about
extending. And the Lord had to communicate just some parts of information
to people. The same is about all religions, existing on the Earth, He needed
to do that. Spirit is the combination of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and the
concentration of these EVERYTHING in one place, that is, a man. The second syllable is “ua”, We shall add “l” and pronounce “ual”. What does it
mean? This is the CONNECTION with the suns of all planets, situated in
our Galaxy. And the last syllable is “ity”, but We shall complete it and have
“visit”. It means to be a “guest”. This notion is turned over in our lives. We
consider this word to be used about a man, who comes to our house. But We
shall speak about another meaning of this forgotten word. Guest is the fusion of energies into the one Trinity: God the Father, God the Son and the
Holy Ghost. You might have learnt about the notion of the Trinity... or the
end in cathedrals, churches, books...
Who will say?
No one among people living on the Earth is able to realize whether the Trinity has the beginning or ending, because no one wants to listen to his feelings and senses. It`s easier to put on a cassock and teach other people about
the Trinity, not feeling or understanding anything. So the Trinity means God
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the Father - the future, God the Son - the present and the Holy Ghost - the
Reality, which has no time intervals, that`s why It is the one for you. In other words, to make it clear for you: this is your past, which happened on the
Earth. “There is no past”,- you will say. Yes, it doesn`t exist. «So, why did
you connect the spirit and the past?”, - you will ask. So that to make the following information clear for you. The spirit connects all your embodiments
and it also connects EVERYTHING that EXISTS, and it means that the
spirit itself gives you the senses, which complete you. God forbid you to
give up the spirit. You can give up many things, but you cannot give up the
spirit. And what word do We have? Let`s read it in a new way or, in another
words, in a new-forgotten way, because all of you knew how to treat the
Spirit. SPIRITGUEST is the correct pronouncement of this forgotten word.
Tell Us consciously, who is considered to be a spiritual man? Only the one,
who IS in the spirit, isn`t he? But NOW no one on the Earth is in the pure
and extensional spirit. This information is for you to understand, whom you
are giving your lives and parts of yourselves. This is also illusion and distortion. Finding yourselves, you are losing more. That`s why We are giving
you this information, to take you out of finiteness. Just imagine the number
of religions, existing nowadays. There are thousands of them. Well, is it
possible to divide the information, so little information, into thousands of
parts and manage to make people think only their parish is the most genuine? This is nonsense and We are highlighting and revealing it for you. You
see, you are always able to be in the spirit and you don`t need anyone. You
are able to know EVERYTHING, We have already told you. NOW this information is being given to many people of the Earth, who are blindly devoted to one “spiritual” leader or parish. Expand your horizons and free
yourself from the imposed ideas, and further, get out of the trap, people get
themselves caught up and stay there for many lives. Some of them can say,
because of misunderstanding, that is not so and the religion and the “spiritual” leader helped them. “We, for example,” - they will say, - “began to tolerate other people. We cast off the burden, that had so long been weighing
upon us and feel much better”, - they will continue. And We shall ask them:
“ Was it good?” They will make many examples and give the arguments,
which will just turn into the dust after leaving their life. And only then these
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people will understand, what We were talking about. Everyone should understand it NOW, fellows, but not after, to get off and find real yourselves
in all endless Creating Space, and become eternal, never die or lose yourselves. But when you feel relieved or tolerate to others after reading certain
books, visiting churches or spiritual personalities, all this is the same illusion, chasing you for many lives. At a certain stage We recommended visiting cathedrals and listen to people, who consider themselves to be spiritual,
so that to be in some sort of motion. But everything is being changed NOW,
the old one stopped working, it means that something, you considered to be
the way out, just closed. We took the energy back to you, so that you could
find yourselves, full God-men. That`s why you should work hard to take
yourselves back from the eternally extending Reality. Getting information
and watching the extending process is just “treading water”, you will not
collect yourselves in this way. But when you use the obtained information
in your lives, you will be able not only collect yourselves but BE in general
Universal processes. How to use the obtained information? It is not hard to
do. After obtaining information try to use it in your lives at once. For example, after reading the book from the series “Roza Mira” say aloud: “I
wish to apply the obtained information in my life. And I am not afraid of
consequences, because I desire Living Life and my extension!”. “Are there
any consequences it may result in?”, - someone asks. Yes. And We shall not
conceal that your lives will change, but together with these changes there
will be consciousness and eternity of EXISTENCE. The main thing for you
to know: you don`t have to be afraid, because the situation you found yourselves in, is the most difficult and awful. And it means that changes, which
you are concerned about, will be collective and extended. In general, if
people were more courageous, there wouldn`t be such problems. What do
We mean? You need to understand: to become happier you should begin
changing yourselves, and it is not a secret. But changing yourselves means
sacrificing. But what? Each of you thinks in the same way. Because of misunderstanding you are afraid to change yourselves. You think about losing
something. No, it is not quite the same, because you are obtaining, by extending, but not losing. You have nothing to lose, as you have already lost
everything you had. So, what are you afraid of? We wondered about that
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and understood that you just don`t want any changes in you short and little
lives. You are satisfied with everything: if you must die, you will die, if you
live in poverty, that`s all right. And some Universes and Galaxies, Planets...,
they say there are also yours, it is so boring. And to live in this, you should
invest your best efforts. But you don`t really want that. Your life is good
enough, and if someone says about extending, we don`t care about it. You
are satisfied with everything.
People! These are your thoughts and actions. But, We are deeply revolted
that you asked for our help in finding yourselves. And appearing on the
Earth you are not eager to feel or remember anything. But We have already
thought over everything for you, and the general processes, concerning every man of the Earth, are taking place now. We suggest our help to everyone,
but it becomes clear, that not everyone will go with Us to extension and
Living Life. In this connection We have to find ourselves without those,
who refused to change themselves. When these people leave the Earth for
regeneration, everything will completely change for them after appearance
on the Earth again. They will not be able to catch Us.
It`s not difficult to change yourselves, the most difficult is to sit and
see the unconscious situations, you must be adjusted to, taking place next to
you. So, this is the problem. NOW some changes, concerning Us, are taking
place on the Earth. The energies of the immence power are appearing on the
Earth, but only for people, who are in observation of everything that is happening. And then the informational energy blocks will be in the habitual
state and your illprepared bodies will not be able to be on the Earth. You
will go for regeneration. But as always, you will certainly want your appearance again. And how can you appear in your bodies, if your outlook is
not compatible with the new energies? By no means, you will be born and
leave again. So you will live in a circle. This situation will be happening before you realize the eternity of EXISTENCE. But it`s more difficult to realize this truth in the non-existence than living in the flesh. And We are warning you all and Sergey is the witness. Only HERE and NOW you have a
chance to live eternally with all your heart. So, use this chance.
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°°°
What can be more beautiful than Living Life? Only the Life itself, but
you need to realize it. You need to learn to live but not to suffer from it.
You should be rich in spirit, but not poor without it. It concerns men in particular. That`s why the men are idealizing themselves so much that looking
down from that height, they live more colourful life than women. For women those colours are more real and vivid, because they are staying awake,
unlike men. Pay attention to the men`s behavior. They are often hiding behind women, avoiding many life situations. That`s why women have nothing to do but to be more organized and take the leading positions in the
families. They are taking care of their families, while men are playing their
games. A woman is responsible for children and even for her husband. And
it`s not a fiction, look deeply and you will see the same situation. Men,
somehow, took the responsibility for supporting their families, but it looks
funny and in many situations is not really true. In many families men laid
household activities on their wives, saying that there is no other way. A long
time ago, women had to cook for the family, bring up their children and
take care of the husband, and men, in their turn, had just doubtfully to make
provision. This upturned view is imposed by centuries. A man and a woman
are Gods, equal to each other. So, why then only a woman must bring up
children and do houshold activities? This absurd statement must be
changed. But again, everything that happens in families, is very convenient
for men, who are sleeping and have nothing to do. Why do women have to
think over the strategy of the family themselves, unlike men, flying somewhere in their selfish thoughts and deeds? Why do women alone have to
ensure the home life atmosphere, unlike men? We have touched the point,
which have been avoided by all inhabitants of the Earth for many years.
There were just superficial attempts to disclose the substitution. Many
women began to understand that they got married to their children, not men.
Indeed! To tell the truth, we simply can`t stand it any more. In this connection, a decision was made to wake up and revive a man. But it will be possible only when a man himself wants it. Today I know only a few people,
who wish to collect a real and full man in themselves. The rest are flatly re~ 74 ~

fusing to recollect and collect themselves. Well, and that is the result, because when the one among two collects himself, the rest will have no other
way. The energy of the collected man will be reflected in every inhabitant
of the Earth. I shall help Arsten, who gave birth to the kin on the Earth, to
recollect all senses, which were in him. He should also work over many
moments of misunderstanding “the male core”, he showed at that moment
of timelessness. When he works them over, every man will be highlighted
by the pure understanding of renovated himself. And now I see these renovated men, there is joy in My heart, which I give to every woman of the
Earth. And have some patience, as men will certainly come back.
Further information is about Arsten. But you should learn it, because
all of you participated in this.
− Recollect, Arsten, what senses did you possess while living in the
space house?
− On the ship I lived with the only hope: to come on the Earth and
show everything I learnt.
− What were you doing while being in the space house?
− I was a gardener, or rather, on the ship I was given a hectare of the
Earth, where I grew different plants, trees and vegetables with the help of
animals, insects and birds I loved very much. There I met a woman, named
Palma, and fell in love with her, after the space house crash together with
her we gave birth to the new kin on the Earth. I had a dream: After landing
our space house I wished together with my other half to remove our harmonious hectare on the Earth, with every plant and animal living on it. But, unfortunately, our dream hasn`t come true as we wished. I held seminars on
the spaceship, telling people, busy with their work, about my senses and
feelings, concerning the hectare. Everyone had certain work and no one was
wasting his life on the spaceship. But no one could forsee what happened
next. A small group, consisting of 7 people, somehow decided to come back
to the Earth and began to prepare others for the events, which harmed all
Our efforts. But the time of the flight around the Earth hasn`t run out. The
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period of time was defined by Us – 80 years, and only 65 years have passed.
But only 7 people have found some tricks and overpersuaded the majority
of people, living on the ship, that the Earth was ready to meet them. They
affirmed the following: there is no time and everything is taking place
NOW, it means that the Earth is ready to meet everyone in timelessness. But
they missed that there are certain moments in timelessness and the moment
for coming back hasn`t come yet. And the Earth was not ready to meet the
space house. But people on the ship were not embarrassed and were looking
forward to their return. They didn`t find time for analizing any possible factors, which were obvious. People, for example, missed that everything
growing and feeding on the ship could be used on the Earth. After all it is
necessary to eat something on the Earth. On the ship they ate vegetables,
fruits and roots. And it is easier to start spreading hectares from the ship
than without it. But not a single man thought in that direction. The strike on
the ship reached its peak and people demanded their return. The captain flatly refused, that is why he was betrayed and poisoned by his wife. It was a
conspiracy. The captain was substituted and the process was irrevensible.
People gave up animals, birds, insects, plants and rushed mentally towards
the Earth. It was a fatal mistake, because all flora and fauna of the ship
needed for care and attention. Just a few people tried to warm and take care
of flora and fauna, but their attention was not enough. That was Arsten with
Palma and they understood, that soon the food would be not enough for all
people on the ship, because the nature, created by them, began to die without attention. A meeting took place, where heads of the families were present. It was announced that the sutuation on the ship was serious, many
problems were discussed, concerning people`s misunderstanding of the situation. People were persuaded to change their mind and continue studying
on the ship. But none of people wanted to understand. Then everyone was
shocked that there was food only for several days, because of the death of
everything growing and feeding. But Arsten and Paula calmed down everyone, giving their reasons and ideas how to grow again everything that was
dying. But people didn`t listen to them and rushed towards the Earth in panic.We understood that they had no chance to survive. In this connection We
made a decision to descend to the Earth in capsules, not just descend, but
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feel and sense the place, where the nature was ready to meet us. We informed all people on the ship about the right direction to the region of the
Earth with good soil and possibility for life. But the panic happened again
and people, misunderstanding everything, chose incorrect directions. Seeing
this horror, We made a decision to get on the Earth as quickly as possible,
because people were going mad. The maddest ones began to get into other
capsules and change the directions. Because of this many conscious families
died. There was hot lava almost everwhere and the capsules were burning,
falling and breaking, no one survived, except people in two capsules. We
have mentioned before that one kin began from Tibet and another one from
Altai. And now We are going to describe it in details. I was in one capsule
and Arsten was in another one. I knew that Arsten was able to use his
knowledge, which he had got on the ship, and gave birth to the kin on the
Earth. Thinking over the situation, at that moment I was walking with my
children in the area, surrounding Altai, and was trying to feel deeply the
people, who stayed alive. I felt unwell, because the man I was engaged to,
stood near the capsule and was afraid to move. There were three men more.
The food had been left in the capsule, that is why they didn`t want to go far
away. But they also understood that the food was not enough for a long
time. The crop hasn`t been sowed on the Earth, that is why they were in
panic and killed each other. I was walking with children, feeling Arsten`s
joy, and that meant just the following: he stayed alive. I wished to get to his
place, but it was too far and my feelings let me know that the meeting
wouldn`t take place. That`s exactly what happened. I gave birth to the first
race and Arsten gave birth to another one. Two races were developing, but I
found out the difference between them and understood that Arsten had concealed the information of the past. My children with mission walked a long
distance to show Arsten his mistakes. But he couldn`t be recognized, he received My message with unconcern, saying that it can`t be any other way.
At that moment I understood what could happen next, and what circumstances would be there, that is why I continued to hint Arsten.
− But tell us, Arsten, why did you conceal the information about Atlantis and the space house from your children?
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− I wanted to give birth to the pure race, without recollecting the past.
But I didn`t consider that I cut all senses and knowledge for the whole period of life on the Earth.
− Arsten, why didn`t you listen to Palma`s advices. She told you not to
conceal the information, didn`t she?
− The dream about the future of my children and the whole race made
me blind. And at that moment I saw the development of the race differently.
− But you knew that it was unecceptable to conceal the information
for the successful development of the race.
− I knew, but I didn`t think over this information and didn`t feel it
deeply.
− But Palma adviced you not to conceal it, didn`t she?
− Yes, she did. But I didn`t want to follow her advice, because I felt
deeply the male core in me, which denied all women`s advices, because a
man is able to feel 1000 hectares more than a woman. And only NOW I understand that it is possible only when a man follows the woman`s advices.
NOW I understand that my misunderstanding gave birth to the aggressive
attitude towards women and myself. Unfortunately, I couldn`t feel it then,
especially, understand. NOW, realizing the evident, I wish to correct and
reprogram everything. I feel and understand that at the moment all men
have the wrong “male core” or, in other words, the male consciousness of
themselves, which prevents them from being themselves, and being closer
to a woman, to become happy together. A man got accustomed to be the
leader, missing a simple truth: we are equal in face of God. What are the
kinds of leaders? Maybe, the jealousy to holy manifestation, but it is pure,
because it extends a man and doesn`t restrict by competitions. Nowadays
men withdraw into themselves and on themselves, don`t want to listen to
others. In families, for example, they do not accept a woman and her advices. When men meet each other on the neutral area, they behave as if they are
competing. This strange childish fight always gave the way to the wars on
the Earth. So, competing like this, the human race was developing on the
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Earth. I understand that I was a forefather of such behaviour. I also understand that everything can be changed.
− Yes, it is so. But tell Me, Arsten, why haven`t you learnt to listen to
women?
− I was thinking about it and understood that misunderstanding the
women is expressed by feelings inside me. I realize in my head and accept
women, but not through feelings.
− I shall tell you how to reprogram and correct your feelings, but you
will need recollecting many embodiments, to find out all incorrect feelings
in relations with women. Do you see?
− Yes, I do, I feel many embodiments, in which I always listened to
myself, and women were turned aside, but I loved them genuinely.
− Your incorrect treatment of women gave way to quarrels and separation. All women ran away, feeling your aggression, and you returned them
back by force, because of misunderstanding. You couldn`t stand their independent decisions. The same was with Me. Do you remember your embodiment, I have already mentioned? We created an unstipulated state, which is
situated in the place, where Baikal is. We were a husband and a wife and
our Love remained unsurpassed in all Universes. But I had to leave you and
now you are able to understand the reason. You didn`t listen to my advices
and followed stupidly only yours, I was revolted and irritated. I warned you,
but you didn`t listen to me and involved with your own work. I left you, but
you returned me by force and kept near. You imprisoned me and didn`t allow anyone to come near. I had to pass away and you didn`t put up with it,
wrapped my body around with special clothes and conducted the mummification ritual. You ordered subordinates to do the same with you after death
and burry with me. But you didn`t wait till your death and embalmed yourself in life. That was you, who invented mummification, which deceived
your expectations. But why did you do that, tell me?
− My Love was so strong to You, that I couldn`t control myself. I
couldn`t put up with Your death and followed You. After mummification,
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being incorporeal, I couldn`t meet You. But everything I did, made the part
of me stay in the place of my mummy. You could dissolve your mummy
and free yourself. I couldn`t, or rather, didn`t want to free myself. Now
I`ve recollected everything and passed all senses through myself, and it`s so
difficult to understand that I have burnt with my Love to You, having fallen
into recklessness.
− Do you see, that all these feelings and merits are in you, Arsten, and
I know that in certain circumstances they will break through. Don`t mistake
Me, all your feelings and senses are given to all people of the Earth, because
you gave birth to the human race after the space house fall. And who except
you can correct everything. Adam was able to correct everything, but he is
in the sleepy state NOW and cannot recollect himself. You are the next after
him, who is able to change and reprogram feelings and senses inside yourself, that is, in all men. I shall help you, but you should realize the following: reprogramming your feelings and senses will completely change your
outlook, and if you stop halfway, you will be swept off the Earth for regeneration. But there is no other way at the moment, that means, you will be
able to live only extending yourself, correcting all substitutions. Listen to
your feelings and senses. What do they know?
− I have a sense of something lost, very close and familiar, that
touches my heart.
− The real You are there in these feelings. And you know that there is
only one Reality, that is: the real you are HERE, you just need to wish to
recollect and collect yourself. Try to understand that your feelings are in
the timeless Real Space. But what makes people different? Feelings, senses
and emotions does. A man is made of these components and the substance
just keeps them in concentration. That`s why the real You are in your timeless feelings and senses. You should gather and disclose within your body
all that you have just felt deeply. Then all your lives will flash by you and
you are able to see each of them, that is, collect yourself. People misunderstand saying: we live only once. And We persuade them to live many lives.
And again resisting they say: if we lived many times it would be reflected in
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our memory. Eh, if only you have known that memory doesn`t exist, feelings and senses are keeping you. This is the truth, which is not to be
undersood by everyone, but he, who realizes it, will be able to collect a
God-man inside him. And the memory goes away in the same way as it
comes. NOW someone can argue with Us and say that everything is kept in
the memory. But think, or rather, recollect what happened one week ago, for
example, on Wednesday at 10 a.m.? Many will not simply recollect and
those, who recollect the events, at that moment experienced certain feelings
and senses, which are staying with you forever. Only feelings and senses inside you define and outline in the Creating Space. We recognize you by
feelings and senses, not by memory. Memory was imposed on people to
take them all away from the truth of EXISTENCE. There is no memory and
it has never been. Many people got accustomed to venerate by memories of
the dead, but it is very silly, and unpleasant for observing, because at that
moment death condescend to them. And it is not fiction, unvital actions are
followed by unvital results. When you cry on a funeral, We have to be
glad, to balance Spaces. Instead of realizing the situation through feelings
and sense the manifestation of a dead man, many of you fall into a desperate
state and hypochondria. Hence, if there is no memory, whom did you venerate by non-existent memory? Only yourselves, because waiting a funeral of
your relatives, friends, neighbours, you were thinking about yourselves only. You are all afraid “to die”. We are tired to say, that there is no death. Eh,
if only you have known, when you are going over to manifestation of yourselves, that is, leaving your body, you must smile and not be afraid. Why?
Everything is quite simple, being frightened and in panic, you take all spirits
with you, but when you are smiling all spirits disappear and you are at once
ready for reincarnation. We have a bit wandered from the point, but only in
order to help people to discover Reality inside themselves.
Feelings and senses! People, you are all inside them! Ask a man, who
recollected his incarnations, about his senses at that moment. He will answer: everything, he had never felt in life, broke away from the bottom of
his heart. These were feelings, he felt in other incarnations. Soon many people will be able to boast about their feelings and senses. Only feelings and
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senses can expose real God-men in you. But you mustn`t be afraid of
changes, because you recollect and find yourselves, God-men. So, how
many centuries are needed to shake your upside-down world and illusions,
which do not let you find yourselves. Well, some day everything will be
back in its place. And now everyone should work hard, to awake right feelings and senses inside themselves. The matter is that from incarnation to incarnation you changed and changed, substituting these feelings in you, and
this is one more substitution, We are exposing. You have experienced a new
incarnation with the substitution of feelings and senses and unnecessary
rubbish has been pushed on you instead of the truth. You have forgotten to
accept these emotions in the right way. In this connection We shall diligently teach you again to feel and sense.
Look: I am in front of you, wearing a long, white dress, which outlines
My stature, flying on the wind. I am putting my both hands on the heart and
smiling to you. And look now: there is a Taurus constellation and Aldebaran
star with its unique outline in my heart. But if to look deeply, you will see
many constellations, which are distinguished on the general background.
Now you understand, that My body is immense in size, because I am in one
of the numerous states of my body. NOW I suggest your going over into
this state. But I should warn again: those, who are afraid for some reasons,
close your eyes and observe. Thus, NOW try to concentrate on your body.
Feel as if your body is immense and endless. And now you will be able to
see the vortex flow, which is winding you round. You are in the vortex flow
and a straight road is appearing in front of you, I am waiting for you here. I
am pointing with my right hand in the direction of a door, covered with
gold. But you can also see many other doors, which are broken and distorted. These are your lives, which you had lived and they are always with you.
But I am pointing on the golden door, behind which you are sitting. Behind
the golden door is your incarnation, in which you were in the conscious and
collected state. In this incarnation you felt and sensed, could make your own
decisions, considering all harmony of the Creating Space. I am inviting everyone to enter through my golden door. Open and enter, at first you don`t
recognize anything and then the picture is clearing up and NOW each of
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you sees himself. You are feeling and sensing inside you everything that
the real you are feeling. Have a look at feelings and senses, which outline
Spaces of trees, plants, birds, insects, people and many families. You are
feeling them in your bodies. You can say exactly what any person, plant,
tree or bird wants. The Joy inside you cannot be expressed, because it must
be only perceived. Lightness and constantly developing processes are inside
your bodies. You have many thoughts, which are realized in future projects,
and this process is constant. There is plenty of projects in your head, which
are combined into harmonious Space. At that moment your lives lasted for
800 years, and your plans had already passed through that period of time.
But each of you didn`t know what is “death” and developed projects, transferring them into another incarnation. You knew for sure where and when
you will manifest again after leaving and prepared place for creativity. And
it was a conscious project for you. But you all wanted and aimed at constant
manifestation of yourselves, without required leaving the Earth, and you
were quite close to such manifestation, but...
And now come back slowly into your actual state. What are you feeling NOW? You must feel an insatiable desire to come back into that moment and experience those feelings again. Yes, in that moment you lived
Real lives, but to feel and sense NOW, you should collect and recollect real
yourselves. I`d like to add that many unrealized projects are waiting for you.
Everything you have seen at the moment will stay forever with you, it
means that you will always be able to compare your feelings with those, you
have experienced NOW. It`s a simple matter now to understand rightly how
to feel, for example, a tree, plants or a man. You will understand what feelings were described in many books. Many questions will be certainly raised.
You will ask Us, when the described feelings attend you? Well, it depends
on your development. What exactly do we mean? If a man wants to feel and
sense multidimensionally, makes every effort and tries to change his life,
not just waiting and observing, the moment, in which he finds the lost feelings, will come just NOW. And those, who are observing and grading others, will be no further ahead. And it may be a long and endless process.
You`d better wake up and realize the eternity of situation. You`d better not
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betray the Holy Ghost. People betray the Father – CREATOR, betray Jesus,
but no one of you has the right to betray the Holy Ghost. The Holy Ghost is
the part of you, the Holy Ghost is you. Betraying him, you betray yourselves, and this is the truth, We always told you, but you, somehow, didn`t
listen to it. Do you know, why? Because many of you are afraid of yourselves, you are afraid to be alone with your thoughts, and it is so strange to
observe. The Holy Ghost gives a man true senses of life, but you are afraid
to follow them. In this connection I have to draw you away from feeling
yourselves and, literally, nuzzle you into the volume of the Holy Ghost. The
same is about Sergey, the author of the series of books “Roza Mira”, who
was inside his unidimensional understanding of himself, failing to see his
true feelings and senses. He didn`t understand that he must think and feel by
many lives, or rather, he understood, but didn`t guess to feel deeply and
sense inside his body. Let`s consider by his example, what We are trying to
bring to people`s knowledge. Writing down books, he understood, that information must be experienced, but he didn`t manage to do that. And the
same happens to many authors of “their” books. Simple writing is not
enough, but living your books is real masterhood. Hence, I have to say the
following:
Authors, who don`t live their books, will be given up by Me, these
people will stay alone. But if they realize and understand, I shall give them
one more chance to find themselves. This also concerns Sergey. He was
given an opportunity to recollect himself and, through reliving, come to Avatar, but he just wrote books, as if he did Me a favour. Now he is to stay
alone with his feelings, and We will see about it...
People, what are you living for? Have you ever asked yourselves? Certainly not, because you don`t understand what life may be like. And We are
looking at you from life to life and it`s amazing. Is it possible not to see
simple things? Many truths are disclosed before you and you don`t even
want to think and understand the eternity of Existence. In this connection,
We have to create refuges for you on the Earth. And you, learning valuable
life principles, are keeping yourselves busy. But it`s a forced illusion, which
you all experienced. Many people create institutes and academies in order to
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understand some simple truths of Existence. All that We describe in a few
lines, you have to understand with the help of powerful institutes. But these
are forced measures and it`s a kind of solution for you. Further We`ll disclose the information, which will be realized by few people, but only because of lack of Spirit inside themselves.
Let`s look in a different way at ourselves. Look: this is a man and he
lives out of time. He knows and understands it, but it makes him unconsciously depressed. Why does he experience this state, being consciously
out of time? And now I shall try to explain.
All your incarnations and the real you, who created extensional life or
destroyed it, because of misunderstanding, are out of time. The life you are
living NOW is also out of time. And all this is the one endless LIFE, which
can be harmonious or on the contrary, this endless life may consist of many
disharmonious parts. Why? Only because you, not feeling, try to live and
add disharmonious actions. This dishamony prevents you from extensional
perceiving Real, endless life, and because of this your life depends on the
circumstances, mixed with narrow-mindedness and slavery. You live and
notice that your lives are limited and polluted. This disharmony should be
found out, detached and harmonized, then you will be able to feel one Real,
endless life. Everyone makes his life understandable and harmonizes it differently. Everyone has it`s own moment in timelessness, when he arranges
everything in harmony. Understanding this the question arises: “ What are
you going to do for harmonization?” I am asking, What? Many people are at
a loss NOW and don`t know what to say. I feel all of you, know your
thoughts and at the moment I am saying to you: it`s time to wake up and
resurrect yourselves. Resurrection, I am so happy, when people do it consciously, recollect and harmonize themselves. And I am so upset, when, not
understanding, people are trying to get into something, that requires corresponding actions. Your bodies are twisted and rolled up, being frightened,
you are trying to forget quickly everything you knew, coming to doctors.
You are giving injections to yourselves and waiting for your pains and illnesses to stop. And further We are guilty, but excuse us... you wanted
changes, didn`t you? When your pains and illnesses are relieved you are
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coming back to Us again and ask for help in extension. And what happens?
The endless circle. Try to understand, when you are healing your pains and
illnesses you are just stopping Reality of your life. Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today. You are afraid to recollect and collect yourselves. It is certainly possible to collect your Real life without any pains,
everything depends on you, you just need to listen to your feelings and
senses. It is not difficult, ask the book`s author and he will tell you, that it`s
better to recollect and collect yourselves without pains and illnesses. He
knows it better than any of us, but he... I don`t even know how to put it
right, what prevents him. It is necessary to feel the Holy Ghost and follow
his advices, not just look at Him from afar and think: to be or not to be. Be,
of course, then a man obtains his outlines and becomes visible and sensed
by all Spaces.
Yes... there will be more examples, just accept them consciously and
carefully. Sergey was an example of the wrong actions. On the one hand
with all his heart he desired multidimensional information, but on the other
hand – he did nothing actually. He thought that he did, but that was an illusion of actions, which I found out and suggested for consideration. And it is
good that he realized and learnt that example, otherwise he wouldn`t have
been alive. Hence there is a hope that he will be able to reinstate real himself and real man.
Time. We have already discussed that it doesn`t exist and used the
term – timelessness. But what do we mean by timelessness? These are moments, entering which, you are able to direct others` and your own lives.
Moments, which can give light for the Holy Ghost creation. Moments, not
having boundaries and scope. But, not understanding, you can say that
“timelessness of the moment” implies the time. No, it isn`t like that at all,
because time has a straight line, going nowhere and protected from understanding the events. And the moment in timelessness is realized and has no
direction. “ Hasn`t it?”, you will ask. And We shall tell you a simple truth of
extension. Who told you that motion can be in any direction? Or, in general,
is there a direction? There is no direction as such and it has never been, because there is only extension. And extension is possible only when the mo~ 86 ~

ment in timelessness has come HERE and NOW. “ It means that there are
moments for EVERYTHING, which are extending general Creating
Space?”, - you will ask. Yes, and there are no boundaries and borders, there
is only creativity, illuminated by Love. Daniel Andreev told about these
moments in his book “Roza Mira”. He laid the ground for the motion, which
could be realized and used, but only at certain or uncertain moment. Basically-extending conception is not realized in people`s lives, and only because of this, time was mingled and a direction line was created. And then,
it is very easy to confuse people and take them away from many truths of
existence. If there is a direction line, all people`s lives are programmed and
predetermined. In this way each of you has got your own limited programme and shortened your lives. But if to take the line out and reveal the
moments of timelessness, the mankind will feel the eternity of existence.
Everything is in one point, this point also has unlimited coordinates and is
shown in our general Creating Space. It seems strange that one point has a
great number of positions and is opened in the unlimited volume. But this is
the truth, which was always delivered to you, but you rooted to the line only
and added time to your computation, looking for the same truth. By your
standarts, powerful institutes and academies were created, they tried to
compute the point, We introduced, but computations were very straightforward and had no sensible fundamental understanding. But We always make
allowance for all, not to blame, but Love the mankind. We can write down
all the information of all scientific establishments in three short sentences,
but only because you add time to your computations instead of the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit, you were not able to explain this phenomenon, because you don`t know yourselves well and don`t wish to learn. It was always like this: you are searching, but don`t manage to find and compute
simple truths. And regenerating from life to life, you are trying to find yourselves, missing that you all are quite near. But you are not able to learn the
simplest thing and only because there is no Holy Spirit in you at all. Your
Spirit is always with you, but you have no feelings, that`s why you are looking for it in not terrestrial things. Again feelings and senses are coming to
the surface in Our book and you are laughing, thinking that there are too
many repetitions. But is it possible not to repeat here, if you don`t complete~ 87 ~

ly understand while reading the book? Feelings and senses, is it possible not
to experience them? Is it possible not to feel the Holy Spirit at all? Tell us.
Listen to yourselves and feel deeply your body and senses. What are they
saying? But can they say nothing? Or maybe, you are feeling something?
Sergey, say to all people, are you feeling anything or you are completely
free from feelings and senses?
Sergey listened to himself and at once memorable moments came
through his soul, that made him feel pain in his breast. But why, tell us, haven`t you worked out disharmony in your Real life? What are you waiting
for? Many people think while reading that you are pure and multidimensional. But is it so? You are like others, but you are more demanded and you
know why. Work out yourself quicker and take out of yourself feelings and
senses, you always lived in. Zar and Elizar possessed them, and you cannot
feel the same. Come on, show by your own example that you are Zar but not
someone else. How long could we wait for your motion? There are many of
you and I am the one, have to understand and resurrect you all. Today only
Sergey and Mary can hear me. And all of you, what are you waiting for? I
am asking you! What are you waiting for? Maybe, you are afraid of something? Why are you afraid if I have undertook everything. Why are you sitting and waiting, looking at Me and into Me. I have nothing to be afraid of.
I am pure in face of God. I am saying not for everyone, but only for those,
who hear Me and are close to Me. Ask Sergey, what means to fail while carrying out your task. He could feel timelessness deeply and in that moment
he heard his feelings and senses, which were shouting to him: stay faithful
to Me, don`t be afraid of anything, because fear will come when you break
away from general move of Existence. You will have to look for the truth of
existence again, but, unfortunately, the truth will slip away from you. He
understood and felt with all his body that even if he commits a suicide, there
will be no way out for him, it will be worse, because the Real life is the one
and it is shown in any state. And nobody will be able to flee from himself.
Through him I am saying to all my relatives: wake up and fulfil multidimensional work, you volunteered for. Before manifestation on the Earth you
had chosen your roles and told me that you Loved Me, didn`t you? And
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what is happening NOW? Isn`t your Love over? I am very dissapointed
about it but there is no other way out. Sergey has to lick his wounds again,
and only because I had no choice, how to declare him warning for everyone.
And he already knows and understands with all his heart, what means not to
fulfil or resurrect his Spirit.
And what about you?
I`d like to ask you, what are you feeling?
Can you feel nothing?
Then, blame yourselves, because I am beginning to move quicker, that
means, My environment has to hurry after Me. And if you fall behind, you
will be completely lost. But I and those people next to Me will be able to
stay alive, in timelessness, illuminating the radiant way for everyone. Why
is it radiant? Because Luchezar always wished the one thing: Equal lives for
everyone and all possible manifestations in the general and your own Spirit.
Yes, and in this way We are writing down books through living.
Sergey understands it now and has to overtake himself. And you, people
close to Me, when will you start writing down and resurrecting yourselves?
You, each of you, must write down books in the series “Roza Mira”, and
you are waiting for something. But what? The train may leave and you will
stay on the platform waiting for a miracle. But there will be no miracle for
you. HERE and only NOW you are still able to start and overtake yourselves, that is resurrect and collect. Sergey volunteered to be your lighthouse and making his own way, also illuminate your departure. You think I
am going to take you in timelessness, don`t you? No, only you will be able
to take yourselves out into the endless feeling of yourselves. Only you will
be able to start living Real lives or, in other words, your own Real life. Only
you will be able, not dying, Be conscious and in the realized state,
manifestating yourselves everywhere in the Universes. And after being
born, remember collected and real yourself – God-man. I am teaching you,
but you are looking out of the corner, fitting yourselves. You know, who I
am applying to, and I hope for your understanding. NOW the motion is in-
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creasing and it means that, feeling, you have to be in the Spirit where it is
necessary. If you all are on the Earth, it means that you should feel yourselves. Feeling, you will always know what you need at this moment of
timelessness. I am waiting for your help, thus centuries-old work could be
done much quicker and you could free youselves from dependence.
What is dependence?
Your agreements, in which you must participate. And We write the agreements, because the Earth and the mankind are falling behind the Rhythm of
Universes. This creates disharmony and eclipses the light of all Stars, which
have to illuminate not only Earth but also every man. And what means the
light of Stars for everyone? Eh, I have to explain you again, that everyone
not only knew but was in that dazzling happy light. Stars are combinations
of multidimensional energies, collected into one inseparable, full beginning. The light, coming from every Star, knows each of you and is intended
to help you in everything. But that majestic light will be able to help only
when each of you wakes up and collects himself into one endless life. But
you will be able to collect endless life only HERE and NOW, this is a message I am trying to convey. NOW you will be able to feel deeply endless
Life inside your body. It began with your origin, but this life will have no
ending. Every one of you was born and We told you about it. For example,
Adam and Eve gave birth to Sergey. He is our first baby. The CREATOR,
Our Loving Father gave birth to Me and Adam. In this way every one of
you was originated and born in your endless manifestation. This truth is
original and pure. You can start from it. This is an original beginning, which
you must contain, and each of you knows, who he is, and if you know who
you are, no one will be able to take you off your eternally extending Space.
And NOW if to look at people and ask everyone: “Who are you?”. What a
man will say? He will say his name and tell the biography of his only one
life, and a question arises: if a man remembers only one life, is he considered to be a man? Because of misundersanding some people can say: “ Certainly he is. If not, then who are we?” It is nearer to the truth, because who
are you, really?Think and honestly ask yourselves, who are you?
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He who knows himself may be called a complete, “whole man”.
Do you know yourselves? No, you do not know yourselves at all, because
you live only one illusory life, missing the Real one, We are trying to connect you to. You are thinking, feeling, sensing only one illusory life, missing yourselves in the Real one. That means, any of your consciousness is illusory and completely wrong, because your mindfullness outlines only a
small part of real you. Your thoughts, outlining your space, are constantly
directing each of you in the line of illusions. You are constantly thinking
about illusory and restricted things: money, flat, or better a house, car and
numerous trips around the world. That`s all of it. We don`t even say about
your family worries. All this is not bad, even rather good, taking into account the present state of things, but We`d like to tell about another extended understanding of yourselves as men. Your understanding projects very
narrow boundaries of manifestation and harms Universal Spaces. We want
to tell, that you are very large and extended, you are larger than Universes,
you are larger than EVERYTHING, that exists. Do you understand what we
are talking about? This volume IS inside each of you, and if you use IT,
boundaries disappear for you and there starts multidimensional, volumetric,
eternally extending Life, illuminated by Love. Then the Holy Trinity conception is disappearing, because there is no need for it. And you should be
found and highlighted by the Holy Trinity without this conception. The
Spirit cannot come to you, the present must be highlighted and you should
separate the future, therefore we have the following: the Holy Ghost, the
Son and the Father, Our CREATOR, outlines Spaces for each of you. And
priests are saying about the Holy Trinity as something original. No, it is not
original, it is the forced manifestation of God, because you have to be highlighted and outlined.
Listen to yourselves, feel multidimensity and your greatness in
all surrounding and existing Spaces. That`s enough to be narrow-minded
and begging people, the moment in timelessness has come to recollect
EVERYTHING!!!
Be continued…
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